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1. INTR~~u~TI~N 
1.1. Motivation 
Let G be a transitive permutation group on a finite set Q and let A be an 
orbital of G, i.e., an orbit of G on Q2. We shall assume that the graph structure 
determined by d on B is undirected, i.e., that A is self-paired. Our main restric- 
tion on the structure of G will be that the group Gtfa) induced on the suborbit 
A(a), for a E Q, by the stabilizer G, , normalizes a classical unitary, orthogonal, 
or symplectic group of the Witt index r > 2 in its natural rank 3 representation. 
Moreover, we shall assume that distinct points b, c of A(a) are related by A, i.e., 
(b, c) E A if and only if b and c are orthogonal under the form defining the classical 
group. Among this class of permutation groups we find the sporadic groups 
McL and F,, in their natural representation and many other groups or classes of 
groups to be described later. Actually we shall achieve a complete classification 
of such groups and it will turn out that most of them are primitive rank 3 groups. 
Our investigation is based mainly on the powerful underlying geometric 
sructure of locally polar space. For all a E Q, the suborbit A(a) has a natural 
structure of polar space (see Section 1.2) and for every line L of this structure we 
call {a} U L a circle of Sz. The structure of locally polar space is determined by 
all circles. We first became interested in this structure when studying the Fischer 
group F’,, acting on 3510 points. Here the graph A has maximal complete 
subgraphs C of 22 points on which the Mathieu group Me2 is induced, and so 
C has a natural structure of the Steiner system S(3, 6, 22) whose blocks can be 
shown to be precisely all the circles defined earlier and contained in C. 
1.2. Known Properties of Polar Spaces 
A polar space (see Tits [13]), also called a mndegenerute Shdt space of finite 
rank in [l], appears as a generalization of the geometry of absolute points and 
totally isotropic lines of a polarity. For finite spaces, the simplest definition of 
polar spaces is as follows [l]. 
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A polar space A is a set of points provided with a nonempty family of subsets of 
cardinality at least 3, called lines, such that: 
(i) for every line L and every point p $ L, p is adjacent to either one or all 
points of L, two points p, q being adjacent if they are together on some line; 
(ii) no point is adjacent to all other points. 
It is known that the a$jacency graph of A, whose edges are the pairs of points 
p, q such that p is adjacent to q, determines entirely the lines of A [I]. A polar 
graph will be any graph isomorphic to the adjacency graph of a polar space. If 
X is a complete subgraph of the adjacency graph and if any line containing two 
points of X is contained in X, then X is called a linear subspace of A. If A is 
finite, X is a projective space. Maximal complete subgraphs C of A are linear 
subspaces and all of these do have the same dimension Y  - 1 (it is understood 
that a line has dimension one) where r is called the polar rank of A and we have 
Y  > 2. Polar spaces of rank 2 are also called generalized quadrangles. 
One of the most significant results of the work of Veldkamp and Tits [ 131 is a 
complete classification of polar spaces of rank r > 3 without finiteness assump- 
tions. We give a list of the finite polar spaces of rank 3 and fix some 
notations which will be useful in further discussions. Here P,(p) denotes a 
projective space of dimension n and order q. 
(1) Hyperbolic quadric Q&-1(q) in Pz,.-l(q). This is determined by a non- 
degenerate quadratic form f of the Witt index r: a point (resp a line) of the 
projective space on which f vanishes is a point (resp. a line) of the quadric. 
(2) Elliptic quadric Q,+,(q) in P zr+l(q). This is determined by a quadratic 
form of the Witt index Y. 
(3) Neutral quadric Q2&q) in P,,(q). Th is is determined by a quadratic form 
of Witt index T. 
(4) Hermitian quadric Hzr+l(q2) or Hzr(q2) in P2r+1(q2) or P2,(q2). This is 
determined by a nondegenerate herrnitian form relative to a nontrivial auto- 
morphism of order 2 of GF(p2): a point (resp. a line) of the hermitian quadric is an 
isotropic point (resp. totally isotropic line) of the projective space. 
(5) Symplectic quadric S2&q) in P2r-l(q). This is determined by a non- 
degenerate alternating form f. Points and lines are defined as in (4). Note the 
isomorphism Q,,(2”) N S,,-,(27. 
(6) Generalized quadrangles are characterized by r = 2; a complete classi- 
fication seems hopeless. 
A classical polar space will be one belonging to one of the classes (1) through 
(5) with Y  > 2. Let A be a classical polar space other than Q8+(q). Then another 
significant result of Tits [13, Theorem 8.61 implies that the group of all auto- 
morphisms of A is a classical group Pro,(q), PIT,(q), or PI?&(q), i.e., an 
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orthogonal, unitary, or symplectic group. It is well known that this group has a 
minimal normal subgroup N(A) h’ h w ic is simple and acts as a rank 3 group on 
the points of A, one of the orbits of the stabilizer of a point p E A consisting of all 
points adjacent top. 
We extend this situation to Q3+(q): in Pro,+(q) there is a unique normal 
subgroup N(A) minimal with respect to being of rank 3 on the points of A. It is 
known that N(A) has a subgroup of index 2 which is isomorphic to PSL,(q) x 
PSL,(q). If A is a classical polar space, a group G acting on A will be called 
classical if it normalizes N(A). 
If A is a polar space having some point on more than two lines, then this 
holds for all points and all lines that have the same cardinality q + 1, where q 
is of order A. If each point of A is on exactly two lines then A is a lattice polar 
space L ,a having mn points and two families of lines Fl , F, , such that Fi is a 
partition of the set of points for i = 1, 2, and each member of Fl (respectively, 
F,) has exactly m (respectively, n) points. 
If x is a point of A, there is at least one maximal linear subspace of A con- 
taining x. 
Each polar space A of polar rank r 3 3 is characterized by its order 71, rank r, 
and the number of lines on some of its points. Moreover, if p E A, then the set of 
lines through p has a structure Cone,(A) of the polar space of polar rank r - 1, 
and order n whose lines are the planes of A through p. 
Let p, q be nonadjacent points in a polar space A and A, , A, be the respective 
sets of points adjacent to p and q. We define the secant pq (or hyperbolic line in 
[7]) as the set of points x E A such that Ap n Aq = Ap n Ax. If x, y are distinct 
points on pq, then x + y and xy = pq. This follows, for instance, from the 
classification where the rank r satisfies r >, 3 and from an easy counting argu- 
ment when r = 2. Therefore, any two nonadjacent points are on a unique 
secant. If A is a classical polar space embedded in a projection space P, then the 
secant pq is the intersection of A with the line joining p and q in P with the 
exception of Q&29 = A, but in this case our property still holds for the other 
natural embedding, namely, for S,,-,(2”). 
! .3. Locally Polar Spaces 
Let S be a finite set of points provided with a nonempty family of subsets of at 
least four points, called circles. Two distinct points a, b of S are called adjacent 
and we write a N b if there is at least one circle through a and b. A circular 
subspace of S is a set of points C such that any two points in C are adjacent and 
any circle through three points of C is contained in C. If p is a point of S, then 
the residual space S, is the set of points adjacent top, provided with all sets C - p, 
where C is a circle of S through p. These sets are called lines of S, . The adja- 
cency graph of S admits the points as vertices and the pairs {a, b} with a - b 
as edges. S will be connected if the adjacency graph is connected. 
We shall say that S is a locally polar space if the following properties hold: 
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(1) if C is a circle and p is a point not on C, then p is adjacent to 0, 2, or 
all points of C; 
(2) in a residual space S, , where p E S, no point is adjacent to all other 
points of S, ; 
(3) any three pairwise adjacent points are together on some circle. 
Any locally polar space is clearly a disjoint union of connected locally polar 
spaces. If S is a locally polar space and p E S, then points a, b of S, are adjacent 
in S if and only if there is a circle on a, b, p (axiom (3)) i.e., a line of S, through a 
and b. Moreover S, is obviously a polar space (axioms (l), (2)) and the corre- 
sponding polar graph is the graph structure induced by the adjacency of S. 
This analysis leads to an alternative definition of locally polar spaces more in 
the spirit of our introductory section 1.1. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let F be a Jinite undirected graph such that for all p E F, the 
neighborhood F, consisting of all points adjacent to p is a polar graph. Let a circle 
of F be defined as the intersection of all maximal complete subgraphs of F containing 
three given pairwise adjacent points. Then F, provided with all circles, is a locally 
polar space whose adjacency graph is F. Moreover, any circle on p is a set 
L u ( p> where L is a line of the polar space F, . 
The proof is given in Section 3. From Proposition 1 it is clear, for instance, 
that F,, as described by Fischer [.5] is an automorphism group of a locally polar 
space. 
1.4. Main Results 
Let S be a connected locally polar space. In Section 3 we shall show that any 
three pairwise adjacent points of S are on exactly one circle and that all residual 
spaces S, have the same polar rank Y which is called the polar rank of S. The 
structure of polar spaces arising as residual spaces of locally polar spaces is 
severely restricted by Theorem 1 below. 
When S, has more than two lines on each point, all circles of S have the same 
cardinality q + 2, and q is called the order of S. 
THEOREM 1. Let S be a connected locally polar space of polar rank r > 3. 
Then all residual spaces S, , p E S are pairwise isomorphic. Moreover: 
(i) if r > 3, then S is of order 2, and every maximal circular subspace of S 
is an afine space A,(2) of dimension 2 over GF(2) whose planes are circles of S and 
S, is one of the puadecs Q,f,&), Q;+,(2), Q&h 
(ii) if r = 3, S is of order 2 or 4, and every maximal circular subspace of S 
is an a&e space A,(2), or a Steiner system S(3,6,22), and S, is one of the quadrics 
Q.s+Ph Q,-(2), Q&V9 85+(4>, Q,-(4)> Qa(4h Q(4), K(4). 
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A consequence of this result is that the adjacency graph of S is regular and the 
number A of points adjacent to a pair of adjacent points does not depend on that 
particular pair. However the graph is not always strongly regular as we shall see 
from some infinite classes of spaces of order 2. Nevertheless, in our analysis of 
locally polar spaces S, a major role will be played by the sets S, n S, wherep+ q. 
If S has a polar rank T > 3 then we show that S, n S, is also a locahy polar 
space and that its polar rank is r - 1. 
It seems reasonable to hope for a complete classification of connected locally 
polar spaces of any ranlr, with perhaps the restriction that all residual spaces be 
classical. We have not been able to achieve this. As a first step in this direction 
we shall, however, treat the spaces of order 2. For a compIete description of the 
spaces Dn+, En+, and so on used in Theorem 2, we refer to Section 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a connected ~o~a~~ polar space of order 2 and ra& 
Y > 2. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) For all p E S, S, N Q$-1(2) and S is isomorphic to one of the two spaces 
or+, A*+. 
(2) For a@ p E S, S, N Q,+,(2) and S is isomorphic to one of the two spaces 
D,-, A,-. 
(3) For all p E S, S, N Q&2) and S is isomorphic to one of E,-, ET+, or A, . 
More~er, the group Aut(Sf is an imp~im~tive group of rank 4 with blocks of two 
points if S is isomorphic to f),-, D, f , A, and Aut( S) is a primitive rank 3 group if S 
is isomorphic to A,-, A,+, E,-, E,f. 
To go on with our discussion of connected locally polar spaces S, we may 
assume that the order of S is at least 3 and we shall work with the assumption 
that the adjacency graph is strongly regular. We use some standard parameters 
ofthisgraph,namelyv=~Sl,k===~S,~,Z=w-k-l =jS-SS,--pl, 
h=IS,nS,IifpNq,~=ISP~SS,/ifp3L/qandweputI’,=S- S,--p. 
Our next result shows that these parameters have very little freedom. 
THEOREM 3. Let S be a connected locally p&r space of polar rank r 2 3 and 
order q >, 3 whose adjacency graph is strongly regular. Then I = 3, q = 4 and one 
of the following holds: 
(i) ZI = 3510, k = 693, 2 = 2816, h = 180, p = 126, S, ill! N,(4). 
(ii) ‘u = 2486, k = 693,l = 1792, h = 180, p = 198, S, N H,(4). 
Case (i) is realized by the Fischer group F,a . It is likely that (i) is unique and 
that (ii) does not exist. One way to investigate such questions is to study S, n S, 
for p + q. As a subset of S, N- Z&(4), S, n S, contains 126 or 198 points and 
every line of the polar space H,(4) intersecting S, n S, does this in exactly 2 
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points. Also, S, n S, is a locally polar space with (S, n S,), N H,(4) for all 
aES,n S,. 
Finally, we come back to the problem mentioned in Section 1.1, i.e., we 
introduce groups in our assumptions. Even in this situation many of our argu- 
ments will be combinatorial and it seems reasonable to hope for a treatment in 
which groups would no longer play any role. All spaces whose existence and 
uniqueness is claimed in Theorem 4 are described in Section 2. In view of 
Theorem 2 we restrict our discussion to spaces of order q > 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be a connected locally polar space of polar rank Y > 2 and 
order q 3 3 such that all residual spaces S, are classical, and let S have an auto- 
morphism group G such that for all p E S, the stabilizer G, induces a classical 
group (G,)sr on S, . Then one of the following situations is realized: 
(1) q = 4 and G is a primitive group of permutation rank 3 in which one of 
the following holds: 
(1.1) v = 3510, k = 693,h = 180,~ = 126, S, -H,(4), GDF,,(rank3). 
(1.2) v = 126, k = 45, A = 12, p = 18, S, N H,(4), G D PO,-(3) (rank 3). 
(1.3) v = 126, k = 25, X = 8, p = 4, S, N Qa+(4), G D Alt( 10) (rank 3). 
(1.4) v=252,k=25,h=8 , p = 4, S, N Qa+(4), G D Alt(l0) (rank 6). 
(2) q = 3 and one of the following holds: 
(2.1) v = 275, k = 112, h = 30, p = 56, S, -Qs-(3), G D McL (rank 3). 
(2.2) v = 176, k = 40, X = 12, p = 8, S, N S,(3), G D PSU,(rl)(rank 3). 
(2.3) v = 35, k = 16, h = 6, p = 8, S, -Q,+(3), G D Alt(8)(rank 3). 
(2.4) v = 70, k = 16, X = 6, p = 4, S, -QX+(3), G D Alt(8)(rank 5). 
1.5. Remarks. 
(1) The reader should notice that G, does not necessarily act faithfullyon S, , 
and that no assumptions are made on the kernel of this action nor on the exten- 
sion of the kernel by the classical group. The kernel N, of the action is called 
the core in this paper. 
(2) Theorem 4 does clearly cover a classification of all primitive permuta- 
tion groups with a classical suborbit of rank 3 and further restrictions described in 
Section 1 .I. A more general problem is discussed in [17]. 
(3) Locally polar spaces appear as extensions of polar spaces. It is interesting 
also to look for extensions of locally polar spaces and stil1 further extensions, i.e., 
to investigate polar towers as one might call such structures (see [lq). We shall 
come back to these questions elsewhere. Here it will suffice to mention the Fischer 
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tower related to the groups F,, , Fs3 , Fs4 ; it is also remarkable that the locally 
polar space (1.2) in Theorem 4 is the first member of an infinite tower related to 
the orthogonal groups over GF(3) as well as space (2.2) in Theorem 4. 
(4) W. M. Kantor has suggested replacing pairs of adjacent points and 
circles, respectively, by lines and planes in order to cover geometries over any 
field GF(q). This is indeed a promising way to extended the present investiga- 
tions. 
(5) In [ll], Shult’s Theorem 9.1 runs as follows: “Let r be a finite graph 
such that: given any non adjacent pair of vertices x, y  there exists at least one 
third vertex z not adjacent to either x or y  such that any vertex in r - {x, y, z> 
is adjacent to one or three members of {x, y, z}. Then the graphs r are deter- 
mined up to isomorphism”. If  we change the language and call points adjacent 
when Shult calls them nonadjacent, then we see that this result amounts to a 
classification of locally polar spaces of order 1, i.e., with circles of three points 
(a situation which was ruled out in our work) and with polar rank 2. The authors 
are thankful to the referee who pointed out a gap in their proof and who made 
several helpful comments leading to an improved manuscript. 
2. KNOWN LOCALLY POLAR SPACES 
In this section we give a description of the connected locally polar spaces known 
to us and of their main properties. Before starting, we introduce a few useful 
definitions for our further classification work. 
2.1. Secants of Locally Polar Spaces and Core of an Automorphism &nsp 
It S is a connected locally polar space and p E S, let us put r, for the set of all 
points q E S such that p + q and S, n S, is nonempty, i.e., r, is the set of 
points at distance 2 from p in the adjacency graph of S. 
We define the secant pq (hyperbolic line in [7]) as the set of all points x E S 
such that S, n S, = S, n S, . 
LEMMA 1. If 1 S, n S, 1 = p is a constant independent of x, y for all x, y E S 
such that y E r, then there is a unique secant on p, q. 
Proof. Let x, y  be distinct points on the secant pp. We must show that 
xy = pq. There is a point a E S, n S, . 
Let A denote the polar space S, and ( pq)A the secant on p, q in A. Clearly 
( pq)A contains pq and therefore x, y  E ( pq)A ; hence, x + y  (see Section 7.2). 
AsaES,nS,,yEr,andso\S,nS,l = 1S,nS,\.Ontheotherhand, 
x, yEpq implies S,nS,CS,nS,. Hence S,nS,,=S,nS, and so 
XY = P!l* 
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LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, Lemma 1 applies. 
Proof. G is transitive on triples (p, a, 6) such that p N a, p - 6, a + b. 
Hence G is transitive on pairs ( p, p) with q E F, . 
There is a close relation between secants of S and the core N, , i.e., the kernel 
of the action of G, on S, . Clearly, ND leaves every secant on p invariant. 
LEMMA 3. Under the ~~rnpt~o~ of Theorem 4, Np acts vepkzrly on each 
secant containing p. 
(Actually it is sufficient to assume that p is contant and that S, is classical.) 
Proof. Let g E N, and let g fix q E r, . We must show that g = 1. 
(1) Let a E S, n S, and consider the polar space S, = A embedded in a 
projective space P. Then g IR fixes p, all points adjacent to p, all secants on p, 
and one further point q; hence g jA = 1. Therefore g fixes all points of I’, . 
(2) Let T(n) denote the set of points at distance n from p in the adjacency 
graph. We want to show that g Ir,n) = 1 implies g I~w+u = 1 and therefore 
that g = 1. We may assume 7t > 2. Let x E r(S) and A = S, . We must only 
show that g JR = 1. There is a pointy E r(++l) such that y  N X. Now g IA fixes 
y  and all points adjacent to y  since these are in (Tics W. There is a point z in 
r(n-2) with a wy, and if C is a circle on xy, then .a N y’ for some pointy’ E C - y. 
Hence g jA fixes y, y’, and all points adjacent to them. Therefore g IA = I. 
Assume now that the assumptions of Theorem 4 hold. If  S, N QfJq), 
Qzr+kh or Qw(d with the exception of Q,,(2n), then secants of S, have two 
points, hence secants of S have two points and j N, 1 = 1 by Lemma 3. Actually 
all of this holds even under the weaker ~sumptions of Lemma 1. If  S, E H,(4), 
then secants of S have at most three points, and so N, has order 1 or 2. I f  
S, E S,(3), secants of S have at most four points and it is readily seen that N, 
has order 1 or 3. I f  S, rv S,,-,(2), secants of S have at most three points and 
11’, has order 1 or 2. 
2.2. ConnectedLocally Polar Spaces of Order 4 
(1) The existence of a space S of type (1.1) in Theorem 4 is a direct con- 
sequence of Proposition 1 and Fischer’s construction of the group Fss [S]. 
I f  p E S then the 3-transposition, 02, , corresponding to p maps every q E r, 
on a point q’ # q and as S, LZ! H,(4), a secant can have no more than three 
points (see Section 2.1). Hence secants have exactly three points. The core N, 
(for G = Aut(S)) has order 2 and contains uI,. 
(2) If  q E r, above, then S, n S, is a locally polar space of 126 points 
locally isomorphic. to H,(4) (see Proposition 4 of Section 3) and from [s] it is 
known that this space has the properties stated in (1.2) of Theorem 4. A direct 
construction of this space S is possible as follows. Consider Q = Qs-(3) in the 
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projective space P = P,(3). Then P has (36 - I)/2 = 364 points and Q has 112 
points. On P - Q the orthogonal group has two imprimitive blocks of 126 points. 
Take one of these as S. Call two points p, Q of S adjacent if they are orthogonal 
with respect to Q. A circle is a set of six pairwise orthogonal points, i.e., a 
“selfpolar frame” of P. Secants of S have three points and for all p E S, the 
secants on S are the restrictions to S of the 40 tangents to Q through p. Here the 
core N, has order 2 and contains the 3-transposition a, corresponding to p, 
which is also the nontrivial perspectivity of P of center p leaving Q invariant. 
(3) Consider a set Sz of 10 letters and G = Sym (10) acting on J?. Let a 
point be a partition of 52 in two 5-subsets. Then the set S of all points has 
cardinality 126. G acts obviously as a rank 3 group on S and we may define a 
graph on S, invariant by G as follows: if p = {PI , Pz} and q = {Q1 , Qz} are 
points of S where Pi , Qi are 5-subsets of $I, then p N q if 1 Pi f~ Qj 1 E { 1,4} for 
all i, i = 1, 2. Then k = 25, h = 8, and p = 4 as in (1.3) (Theorem 4). More- 
over S, is the graph of Qs+(4), which is also the lattice graph L,(5), and G, acts 
on it as a classical rank 3 group. This is due to the fact that Sym(5) = PrL,(4). 
This is the space described in (1.3) of Theorem 4. 
(4) For the space (1.4) of Theorem 4, see Section 2.3. 
2.3. Two Connected Locally Polar Spaces of Order n > 4 and Polar Rank 2 
(1) The construction given in Section 2.2(3) can be generalized. Let Q 
be a set of 2n letters and G = Sym(2n) acting on Sz. Let a point of S be a parti- 
tion of G in two n-subsets and let two such points (PI, Pz}, {Q1 , QJ be adjacent 
ifIP,nQiIE{1,n-l}foralli,j=1,2.ThenitiseasilyseenthatSisa 
locally polar space of order n - 1 such that S, N L,(n), the lattice graph of n2 
points, and that G acts on S as a transitive group of rank (n + 2)/2 or (n + 1)/2 
depending on whether n is even or odd. The group G, acts on S, as a rank 3 
group which is classical only for n = 4 or 5. 
(2) We can modify the preceding construction slightly. Now a point of S 
is an ordered pair (PI , P2) of disjoint n-subset of Sz. Points (PI , P2) and (Qr , Q2) 
are called adjacent if 1 PI n Qr 1 = n - 1. Then S is a locally polar space of 
order n - 1, such that S, N L,(n), and whose automorphism group is classical 
for n = 4 or 5. 
2.4. ConnectedLocally Polar Spaces of Order 3 
(1) From the construction of MC Laughlin’s group McL [9] we know that 
it has a rank 3 representation with the parameters given in (2.1) of Theorem 4. 
A point of S, is defined in [9] as a line of Hs(32) which is a generalized quadrangle 
and two points of S, are adjacent if the corresponding lines intersect. However, 
the generalized quadrangle is known to be the dual of Q5-(3) (because O,-(q) N 
U,(q)) and so S, is also the polar space Q5-(3). Hence secants have only two 
points and the core ND is trivial. 
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(2) Consider Q = H,(4) in the projective space P,(4) = P. Then S = 
P - Q has 176 points and we call two points p, q of S adjacent if p belongs to the 
polar of q with respect to Q. As the polar of q has 85 points and intersects Q in a 
H,(4) having 45 points, it is clear that S, has 40 points. The parameters h, TV of 
(2.2) Theorem 4 are determined likewise. A circle of S is a set of five pairwise 
adjacent points of P - Q, i.e., a self-polar frame of P. A secant to S has four 
points and is the restriction to S of a tangent to Q. The core Np has order 3 and 
contains all perspectivities of center p leaving Q invariant. The isomorphism 
S, E S,(3) is related to the isomorphism of the simple groups Sp,(3) and 
PSU,(22). More details are given in Section 7.12. 
(3) Case (2.3) of Th eorem 4 has been treated in Section 1.4. Take n = 4 
there. 
2.5. ConnectedLocally Polar Spaces of Order 2 
(1) Let A be an affine space of order 2, P the projective space at infinity of 
A, and Q a nondegenerate orthogonal quadric in P of polar rank I > 2. Then we 
determine a locally polar space as follows. Points of S are points of A, and if 
p, q E S, p # q, then we put p N q if the line pq of A has a point at infinity 
belonging to Q. There is a natural bijection between S, and Q and it is easy to see 
that this bijection is an isomorphism of graphs. Hence the graph of S has the 
properties stated in Proposition 1 and S is locally polar. This locally polar space 
is called AT+, A,-, A, where Q is Q.&-,(2), Q,-,(2), or Q,,(2). S is connected. 
Circles of S are planes of A through lines of Q. The orthogonal group of Q, 
extended by the translations of A, is clearly a group G of automorphisms of S 
which is of rank 3 if Q = Q&,(2) or Q&+i(2), and of rank 4 if Q = Qs,(2). In the 
latter case, there is a “defective point” q E P - Q common to all tangent hyper- 
planes of Q and for p E S, G, fixes q, and therefore a second point in S. Secants of 
A,.* and A,. have two points and cores are trivial. I f  S = A,* and p E S, q E r, , 
then S, n S, is isomorphic to D,tl (see (3)) while for A,. , S, n S, is isomorphic 
to A,-, . 
In the proof of Theorem 2, we shall need the following property. Let Q be a 
polar space isomorphic to Q&-i(2), Q)arW1(2), or Qsr(2), and p EQ. Consider the 
set S of all points nonadjacent top in Q provided with the adjacency graph. Then 
S is isomorphic to A:-, , A;-, , or A,-, . Indeed, Q is embedded in a projective 
space rr and at p, Q has a tangent hyperplane Q, whose intersection with Q is the 
set of points adjacent top. The set of lines onp not contained inQ, has a structure 
of affine space A whose projective space at infinity P can be identified with the set 
of lines of Q, on p. In P the lines on p contained in Q constitute a quadric 
Cone,(Q) N Q&-s (2), Qir-s (2), or Q2re2 (2). The elements of A are naturally 
identified with the points of S. Two points a, b of S are adjacent if and only if the 
plane abp is contained in Q, and so our statement is readily implied. 
(2) Let P be a projective space of order 2 of odd dimension and Q a non- 
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degenerate orthogonal quadric in P of polar rank r > 2. Let S be the set P - Q 
and put p N q if the line pq of P is a tangent to Q. Then S, is the intersection of 
Q with the polar hyperplane of p and this intersection is a quadric Q2r(2) having 
p as a defective point. Hence it is easy to check, as in (I), that S, ‘u Q,,(2), and 
therefore S is connected and locally polar of polar rank r. The parameters of S 
are those given in (3.3) and (3.4) of Theorem 4. We denote S by E,+ and E,- 
according to Q = Q&-i(2) or Q,+,(2). Th e corresponding projective orthogonal 
group acts as an automorphism group of S and is a rank 3 group. Secants have 
three points; they correspond to lines of P disjoint from Q. A core N, has order 2 
and contains the perspectivity of center p leaving Q invariant. I f  S = E,* and 
p + q then S, n S, is isomorphic to ET-, . 
(3) Let Q be a polar space isomorphic to Q,‘,-,(2) or Q;r+i(2) (this 
construction works also for Q&2) but gives a space isomorphic to A,). We 
construct S as follows. There are two points, cc and co’, and two disjoint 
copies Q, Q’ of Q. Points of S are co, co’, and the points of Q and Q’. We put 
S, = Q, S,, = Q’. On Q, Q’ we put the polar graph. If  a =# b on Q we put 
a N b’ if and only if a + 6. This is the construction carried out by Shult 
in his Graph extension Theorem [12]; his results show that Aut(S) is transitive 
on the points of S, hence S is a (connected) locally polar space which we 
denote by D,+ or D,- according to Q = Q&-,(2) or Q;.+,(2). Secants have 
two points and cores are trivial. The automorphism group of S has a central 
involution and the quotient normalizes a simple group Sp,,(2) (see [12]). I f  
p E S and q E r, , then S, n S, is isomorphic to A,‘_, . 
Remark. In our description of examples from 2.2 to 2.5 we have not deter- 
mined exactly the complete automorphism group Aut(S) of each locally polar 
space S which was described. This is easy to do because Aut(S) is transitive on 
the points of S in each case, the core of Aut(S) in some point p is given, and the 
group induced on S, is a classical group (see 1.2). Actually the only problem is to 
check whether the group induced on S, is Aut(S,) (see Table I). 
3. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF LOCALLY POLAR SPACES 
3.1. Proof of Proposition 1. 
(1) Let a, b, c be pairwise adjacent points of F. A complete subgraph of F 
containing a, b, c is of the form {a> u C where C is a complete subgraph of F, 
containing 6, c and the intersection of all these subgraphs of F is {a} u L where 
L is the intersection of all complete subgraphs of F, containing b, c. It is known 
(see 1.2) that L is the line of the polar space F, , through b, c. 
(2) Let abc denote the circle determined by a, 6, c. I f  a, p, q E abc 
then apq = abc in view of (1) since L is determined by any two of its points. 
Therefore, if p, q, r E abc we have pqr = abc and so a, b, c are on just one circle. 
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(3) If  x is a point not on abc, we must show that x is adjacent to 0,2 or all 
points of abc. If  x is adjacent to a point of abc we may assume x N a in view of (2). 
Then x E F, and in the polar graph F, , x is adjacent to one or all points of L = bc. 
(4) The adjacency graph of the circle structure of F is the original graph F 
because if { p, 4) is an edge of F, then in the polar space F, there is at least one 
line L through Q and { p} u L is a circle through p and q, hence p N q for the 
circle structure. This ends the proof. 
3.2. PROPOSITION 2. Let S be a connected locally polar space. Then: 
(1) any threepairwise adjacent points of S are on exactly one circle. 
(2) if p, q E S then S, , S, are polar spaces of the same polar rank r. 
(3) if for some p S, is not a lattice polar space L,,, with m # n, then all 
circles of S have the same cardinality. 
Proof. 
(1) has been obtained in Section 3.1 (see 2). 
(2) Still assuming that S, is not a L,,, and p - q, with S, of polar rank r, 
we know from Section 1.2 that there is a maximal linear subspace V of S, , 
containing q, which is a projective space of dimension r - 1 and order n. Then 
W = I’ u { p> is a maximal circular subspace of S. Hence W - q is a maximal 
linear subspace of S, which is a projective space of order n and dimension r’ - 1 
where r’ is the polar rank of S, . However W - q = V = (nr - l)/(n - 1) = 
(nC’ - l)/(n - 1) and so r = r’. Hence (2) holds if S, ZY& L,,, . I f  we assume 
S, rv L,,, and p N q, then p, q are on exactly two circles having, respectively, 
m + 1 and n + 1 points, and so S, =Lmsn and (2) holds. 
(3) If  S, is not a polar spacel,,, with m # n, then all circles onp have the 
same cardinality. I f  q E S, , then there are at least three circles through p and q, 
and so S, is not a L m’,n’ and all circles through q have the same cardinality. Hence 
by the connectivity of S we obtain (3). 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1: 
Assume p N q. Then S, and S, have the same polar rank r 3 3 and the same 
order 1~. Moreover, in both spaces a given point x is on the same number of lines 
which is equal to the number of circles of S through p and q. Hence S, N S, 
(see 1.2). By the connectivity of S, this holds also for p + q. I f  C is a circular 
subspace of S through p and q, then for each x E C, C - x, provided with all 
circles on x, is a projective space of order n and dimension d < r - 1, where 
d = r - 1 whenever C is maximal. Then a result of Hughes [8], on extensions of 
projective spaces, shows that for r > 3, a maximal C is an affine space A,(2) of 
dimension r and order 2, vGhose planes are circles of S, and so S, is an orthogonal 
quadric of order 2 (since a symplectic S,,-,(2) is isomorphic to &,.(2)). This 
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proves (i). I f  I = 3, then C is isomorphic to 42) or to a Steiner system S(3, 6, 
22) or S(3, 12, 112)[8]. The latter case cannot occur since S, is one of the classical 
polar spaces which are never of order 10. Therefore (ii) holds. 
3.4. Remark. I f  S is a connected locally polar space of polar rank r = 2, 
then we cannot prove that S, N S, for all p, 4 E S. However we still know that 
S, and S, have the same parameters. This was observed already in Section 3.2 if 
so =JLn,n and in this case we even obtained S, N S, . I f  S, @L,., and 
p N q, we see that S, , S, have the same order n and that each point on them is 
on the same number t + 1 of lines, namely the number of circles throughp and 
q. Then we also have j S, / = 1 S, / = (n - l)(tn + 1) (see Higman [7]). 
3.5. Structure of S, 17 S, , p + q 
We shall show that for q E r, , S, n S,, is a locally polar space of polar rank 
r - 1, if r 3 3. The adjacency graph of S, n S, is of course contained in S, . 
Hence we shall be interested in a polar space A and a subset S of it, such that the 
graph induced on S is the adjacency graph of a locally polar space. Our next 
results also provide good motivation for the following definition. 
Let A be a polar space of polar rank r. Then a local subspace of A will be a 
nonempty set of points S of A such that every line of A intersects S either in 
zero or two points. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be a polar space of polar rank r 3 3 and order n, and 
S a local subspace of A. Then S, provided with the graph induced by A on S, is the 
adjacency graph of a locally polar space of polar rank r - 1 and order n such that 
S, E Cone,(A) for allp E S. 
Proof. Let p E S. Then every line of A through p intersects S in p and one 
additional point. Hence there is a natural bijection from Cone,(A) onto S, . 
Clearly, this bijection preserves adjacency, hence, S, is a polar graph of rank 
r - 1 and order n (see Section 1.2). Then Proposition 1 ends the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let S be a connected polar space andp, q E S with q E r, (i.e., 
p + q and S, n S, is nonempty). Then S, n S, is a local subspace of S, . 
Proof. S, n S, is nonempty. If  L is a line of S, intersecting S, n S, in a, 
then {p} u L is a circle of S and q is adjacent to two points or to all points of 
{p} u L. As q + p, we see that q- is adjacent to exactly two points of L and 
S, n S, is a local subspace of S, . 
Remarks. (1) To classify all 1 oca su s 1 b p aces of polar spaces is an interesting 
problem. We shall attack this question only under additional assumptions. 
(2) If  r = 2 in Proposition 3, we can still say that S is a graph of degree 
equal to 1 Cone,(A)1 having no triangles. 
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4. PmoF OF THEOREM 2 
4.1. LEMMA. If q E r, then S, n S, is the complement of a hyperplane section 
of the quad& S, . 
Proof. Consider X = S, - (S, n S,). A line of S, containing two points of 
X is contained in X since S, 0 S, is a local subspace of S, and since lines have 
only three points. Hence X is a subpolar space of S, intersected by each 
line of S, . 
Let R be the set of all points x E X such that x is adjacent to each point of X. 
We distinguish two cases. 
(1) R is nonempty. Take a E R. Then X is a union of lines on a. There is a 
point b f S, n S, which is nonadjacent to a, otherwise a is adjacent to all points 
of S, . Take any line 1 of S, on a. Then b is adjacent to some point c E I and a is 
only adjacent to c on bc. Therefore c E X and t is contained in X. Hence all linesof 
S, on a are in X and so X is a hyperplane section of S, . 
(2) R is empty. Assume first that X contains at least one line of S, which 
is always true if r >, 3. Then Lemma 8.10 of Tits [13] shows that X is the inter- 
section of S, with a projective linear subspace. As every line of S, intersects X 
in some point, X is actually a hyperplane section of S, . 
Assume now that X contains no line of S, , hence 7 =I: 2. If ,9 denotes the 
number of lines of S, and a! the number of lines on a given point of S, , then 
1 X / 01 = ,!I because every line of S, intersects X in a unique point. We distin- 
guish three cases. 
(a) S, = Qs+(2). Then S, h as nine points and X has just three points 
consisting of a plane section of S, . 
(b) S, = Q&2). Then X consists of five points, no three of which are 
collinear. In a plane there can only be three such points in view of the properties 
of the quadric S, . If a, b, c, dare four of these points, they generate a hyperplane 
intersecting S, in an ovoid of five points. Let e be the fifth point on this ovoid. 
Every line of S, through e intersects X in some point, distinct from a, b, c, d; 
as/X] = 5 this means that e E X and we are done. 
(c) S, = Q5-(2). Then X has 9 points. Let a, b, c, d be four of these nine 
points. They generate a three-dimensional subspace of P, say V intersecting S, 
in an ovoid with one fifth point e. Every point of S, is adjacent to some of the 
points a, b, c, d, e because an ovoid has no empty plane sections. Hence X - 
{a, 6, c, d} is in S, A S, . The latter consists of 10 points and those not in X must 
be adjacent to a, b, c, d because a is adjacent to some point of every line on e. 
Hence a, b, c, d have five adjacent points in common, while V has an orthogonal 
VL which is a line. Hence we reach a contradiction. 
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4.2. b3MMA. If q, q’ E r, then S, n S, and S, n S,,, are isomorphic. Moreover 
r, is connected. 
Proof. It will be sufficient to show that 1 S, n S, / = 1 S, n S,, 1 in view of 
Lemma 4.1 and the fact that nonisomorphic hyperplane sections of a quadric 
(there are two or three types) have distinct cardinalities. 
(1) Let q-q’. There is some point a E S, n S, r‘l S,, . Indeed, 
S, - (S, n S,) = X is a hyperplane section of S, and S, - (S, n S,,) = x’ is 
another one. It is quite clear that S, cannot be the union of X and x’. Now 
(a, q, q’} is a clique and determines a circIe having a fourth point a’ G S, . Let 
a” be the third point on the line aa’ of S, . Take any point x E S, , x # a, a’, a”. 
If x N a, a’, a” then either x -4, p’ or x +J q, q’ and so such points have 
equal contributions to S, n S, and S, n S,, . 
Similarly, if x - a*, x + a, a’, then either x -9, q’ or x + q, q’. Now the 
number of points x - a, x + a’, aM and x - q (respectively, x - q’) is equal to 
the number of lines of S, on a, noncoplanar with aa’, and so we get still equal 
contributions to S, n S, and S, n S,( . This also holds for x - a’, x + a, a” 
and every point x E S, is adjacent to one of the points a, a’, a”. Hence 
[ S, n S., j = j S, n S,, 1. 
(2) Finally we prove that r, is connected. If a E S, we put T, = r, n S, . 
In s, , T, appears as the set of points nonadjacent to p and therefore it is a 
connected graph isomorphic to Azml , A;-, or A, (see 2.51)). Hence T, is in a 
connected component of r, . Take x, y E r, and let us show that there is some 
a E S, such that x, y E T, . It suffices to show that S, n S, n S, is nonempty. 
Now this is done exactly as for Q, q’ at the beginning of (1). 
4.3. Properties of r, 
If K = / S, j, the number of edges joining S, and P, is 
where X is the number of points of S, adjacent to two adjacent points of S, and 
4 E r, . In view of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 there are seven cases to consider for 
S, n S, . We list these cases together with the value of 1 I”, 1 and the number of 
hyperplane sections of S, of type S, n S, (Table II). 
If S, is a Qlzk, secants of S have only two points and as j r, / is equal to the 
number of hyperplane sections of S, of type SD n S, , we see that each such 
section corresponds to one point of I’, . If S, = Qz7 and S, n S, = A,-, , we 
show that secants must have two points. Indeed, if p, q, q’ is a secant of three 
points, S, n S, = A,, contains two nonadjacent points a, b. Then S, n S, 
containsp, q, q’ which is a secant of S, n S, = A,-, whiie secants of A,, CZUI 
have only two points. Hence, also in this case, each hyperplane section of Qpr of 
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TABLE II 
Number of sections 
p-e + p1 _ 1 
p-1 _ 2’-1 
22r+1 - 2’ _ 1 
p+1 + 2’ 
22’ - 1 
p-1 _ p1 
p-1 + p-1 
type A,-, corresponds to one point of r, . In the two last cases we observe that 
the number 1 r, 1 is twice the number of possible S, n S, hence, each hyperplane 
section of S, of type S, n S, corresponds to two points of I’, . 
4.4. Case S, n S, = A+, A- or A. Each point of r, corresponds to a 
tangent hyperplane section of S, and so to a point of S, . I f  a E S, , the corre- 
sponding point of r, is denoted by a’. We have a N b if and only if a’ + b for 
a, b E S, i.e., edges joining S, and r, are uniquely determined from the graph 
S 8’ 
Now we determine the graph on r, by the proof of a .- b if and only if a’ N 6’. 
We proceed in two steps. First, assume that a - b and a’ + b’. In S, the set X 
of points nonadjacent to a and b has the following cardinality: 22r-2 + 2 if 
S, = Q&-r ; 22r f  2 if S, = Q;,.,r ; 22r-1 +- 2 if S, = Qzr ; and X C S,, n S,, . 
Now S,l n S,J has p points since a’ + b’ and we have precisely p = / X 1 - 2: a 
contradiction. Hence a N b implies a’ - 6’. 
Thanks to the edges already determined, the set S,, is determined up to one 
point, say co. Assume that co is a point b’ E r, . Then a + b; otherwise a’b’ 
would be one of the edges determined earlier. Hence a’ N b and b’ N a. There is 
some line of S,, through b’, say b’, x’, y’, where x’, y’ E S, n r, . As a - b’, 
a + a’, a must be adjacent to x’ or y’, say a N x’. Assume that x’ E S, . Then 
a’ N x’ implies a + x’: a contradiction. Hence x’ E r, . Then a’ N x. Hence we 
have obtained two points x, b of S,’ n S, such that a’ N b’, a’ N x’, and so 
there is one point too many in S, . Consequently CO 6 r, and a’ N b’ if and only 
if a N b. Now co is a point outside p u S, u r, and as r, N S, is a graph, if 
a’ -b’, S,. n S,’ n (S, n r,) equals S,, n S,, up to one point then b’ N CQ 
and by the connectivity of r,s w N x’ for all x’ E r, . Therefore S = D,+ , 
D,-, or D, . 
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4.5. Case S, R S, = D+, D-, I?+, E-. 
(1) We show first that S = p u S, u r’, . If this does not hold, let q E T, 
and a E S, n ( p u S, u r,), a point which exists in view of the connectivity 
of S. As S, - (S, R S,) is a nontangent hyperplane section of S, , there is a 
line of S, through an intersecting S, n S, in two points. Therefore a is adjacent 
to some point of S, : a contradiction. 
(2) We show that r, is a connected locally polar space having the param- 
eters of EL-, , ET+, DG-~, or D,.“, and even isomorphic to these in the two last 
eases. Clearly, every circle of S with three points in F, is contained in F, , 
and no point of r, is joined by circles to all other points of P, . Hence F, has an 
induced structure of locally polar space which we denote by S. We show that the 
graph of S’ coincides with the graph induced by S on I’, . 
If a N b in s’ then a N b in S because every circle of s’ is also a circle of S. 
LetaNbinS,a,b~r,andassumea7CbinS’.ThenS,nS,CS,andS,nSt, 
contains h points. 
In the two first cases, where S, n S, = D+ or D-, p = X + 2. Hence S, n S, 
has h + 2 points and S, n S, also, and so there are k - X - 4 points of S, non- 
adjacent to a or b. These constitute the intersection of S, with the two hyper- 
planes corresponding to a and 6. Now k - h - 4 = 22+?‘ - 3 or 22’ - 3. A 
first hyperplane section of S, is Qs,-, or Qzr and has 22r-2 - 1 or 22T - 1 points. 
Hence the latter should have a hyperplane section Hand have just two points not 
on H, which is impossible. Therefore a N b in s’ in these two cases. 
If S, n S, = E-, ,LJ = h - 2+1 + 2 and hence y < X, and so S, n S, 
cannot contain S, /I S, , a contradiction. 
If S, n S, = E+, p = h + 2’-1 + 2 and there are k - 2p + h = 22r-1 - 
2’ - 2 points in S, nonadjacent to a or b. These are again the intersection of S, 
with two hyperplanes. Here one hyperplane section is a Q&-r and a second 
hyperplane section in the latter gives either j Qs(,.-r)/ = 22r-2 - 1 or 22r-z + 
21-4 - 1 points, i.e., never 22r-1 - 2’ - 2. Therefore a - b in S’ implies 
a N b in S. 
Now S’ is connected because r, is connected (Lemma 4.2) and the parameter 
k’ of S’ is equal to k - t.~, thanks to 1). The value of k - p is, respectively, 
22r-2 _ l,P-- 1,2ar-l-2+--1-- 1,2s1-1+2r-1- l,andsoforqES’,S,’ 
must be Q2(,.-~) , Qzr , QL y or QL , respectively. In the two last cases, the 
number of points of r, is the number of points of D+=r and D,+. In 
view of Section 4.4 this shows that s’ is isomorphic to D;-, and D++, respectively. 
In the two first cases, o’ = D - k - 1 shows that s’ has the same number of 
points as E;-, or ET+ and so all parameters of S’ are those of these spaces. 
(3) Assume that a N b in l-‘, . Let A, B be the distinct hyperplane sections 
of S, corresponding to a and b. Then we prove that A and B are in a tangent 
pencil of hype~lanes, i.e., the third hyperplane through A n B is a 
tangent hyperplane to S, . 
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We observe that 1 S, n S, ] = X and ] S, n S, n S, 1 = X - x’. If the pencil 
AB is not tangent, S, n A n B is a nondegenerate quadric having two dimen- 
sions less than S, and we have the following cases in Table III. 
TABLE III 
Clearly X - A’ is never the cardinality of a nondegenerate quadric. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
(4) We end the proof of Theorem 2 in the case where S,, 0 S, isD $-I or 
D& , Let a E .i’, . We have only to show that the edges of r, on a are uniquely 
determined from S, . There must be K - p such edges, i.e., 22+-2 - 1 or 22~ - 1, 
and if A is the hyperplane section of S, corresponding to a there are preciseiy 
this number (K - II) of nontangent hyperpfanes X constituting a tangent pencil 
with A. In view of (3) this shows that a N b in r, if and only if the corre- 
sponding hyperplane of S, are in a tangent pencil, and so the graph of S is 
unique and necessarily isomorphic to A,+ or A,-. 
(5) Now we assume that S, n S, = E$-., or q-, . If a E r, there is a 
second point a' such that S, n S, = S, n S,t . If b, b’ is another pair like this in 
r p , we have a N b or a N b’ and never both, since r, is isomorphic to 0~~~ or 
r>,+ (see 2). Hence the permutation ug of S fixing p, all points of S, and per- 
permuting x, x’ for x E r, , is an automorphism of S. The set of all oy, 
y E S is a class of 3-transpositions whose graph, in the sense of Fischer [5], is 
the graph of S (or its complement). From Fischer’s classification we easily deduce 
ihat S is unique in each case and actually isomorphic to E,- or E,fP respectively. 
5. STRONGLY REGULAR LOCALLY POLAR SPACES 
In this Section, S will always denote a connected locally polar space of polar 
rank Y > 2 whose adjacency graph is strongly regular of parameters o, k, 2, h, p 
(see Section 1.4). Then the following conditions are satisfied (see for instance 
Hi@== F’l/1)- 
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(1) vp=k(k-A- 1)+/L@+ 1). 
(2) w =k+l+ 1. 
(3) (X - p)2 + 4(K - IL) = d2, where d is an integer and d 1 2k + 
(h - p)(w - 1); moreover, 2d 1 2k + (h - p)(z, - 1) if and only if D is odd. 
5.1. Possible Parameters if r > 3 
We know from Theorem I that S is of order 2 or 4. If S is of order 2, S is 
known by Theorem 2, and so its parameters are known to be those of spaces 
AT+, A,-, E,-, E,+. Hence we may assume that S has order 4 and that S, is one 
of Qs+(4), Q,-(4), Q,(4), H,(4), H,(4). In each case we know the parameters K and 
X and we can exploit conditions (1) through (3). For instance, if S, e Qs+(4), 
K = 357, X = 100 and easy although tedious, computations show that the only 
possibility arising from (1) through (3) is v = 2534, p = 42. A similar treatment 
of all other cases proves 
PROPOSITION 5. If S is a connected, strongly regular, locally polar space of 
rank 3 and order 4, then one of the following holds: 
(1) v = 3510, k = 693, h = 180, /L = 126, S, N H,(4). 
(2) w = 2486, k = 693, h = 180, /.L = 198, S, ~21i H,(4). 
(3) v = 2534, k = 357, X = 100, p = 42, S, = Q9(4). 
The last case will be ruled out in Proposition 7 and so Theorem 3 will be 
proved. It is not known whether case (2) is possible. 
5.2. Possible Parameters if r = 2 and S, is Classical of Order 3 or 4 
Here S, can be Q3+(3), Q4(3), Q5(3), S,(3), Q3+(4), Qd4h Qc(4), f&(4), f&(4) 
and easy computations which we do not reproduce lead again to a proof of 
PROPOSITION 6. I f  S is a connected, strongly regular, locally polar space of 
polar rank r = 2, and if S, is a classical polar space of order 3 or 4 then one of 
the following holds: 
(4) v = 126, k = 25, X = 8, P = 4, S, ‘v Q3+(4)- 
(5) v = 126, k = 45, X = 12, /.L = 18, S, N H,(4). 
(6) et = 35, k = 16, h = 6, CL = 8, S, 'v Q3+(3). 
(7) er=176, k=40, h = 12, /A = 8, s, N S,(3). 
(8) v = 275, k = 112, X = 30, /L = 56, S, N Q5-(3). 
(9) v = 246, k = 85, X = 20, CL = 34, S, III Q4(4) = S,(4). 
(10) D = 190, k = 45, h = 12, p = 10, s, ‘v H,(4). 
(11) v = 870, k = 165, h = 36, p = 30, S, E H,(4). 
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(12) w = 486, K = 165, X = 36, /.L = 66, S, N H,(4). 
(13) v  = 95, k = 40, h = 12, /.L = 20, S, N Q4(3). 
(14) w = 95, k = 40, h = 12, /A = 20, s, N S,(3). 
(15) er = 630, k = 85, h = 20, /.L = 10, S, N Q4(4) = S,(4). 
(16) v  = 176, k = 40, h = 12, /J = 8, % = Qd3). 
Cases (4) to (8) are known to exist (see Theorem 4). We know nothing on cases 
(10) to (13) and (15) but with the further assumptions of Theorem 4, cases (9), 
(14), and (16) will be ruled out now. 
5.3. Nonexistence of Some Cases Appearing in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. 
PROPOSITION 7. There are no connected, strongly regular, locally polar spaces 
of type (3) in Proposition 5, and of type (16) in Proposition 6. 
Proof. (1) Let S be of type (3) and p E S, q E r, . Then S, n S, is a locally 
polar space of p = 42 points, of order 4, polar rank 2, and such that (S, n S,), N 
Qs+(4) for a E S, n S, (see Propositions 3 and 4). Let C be a circle of six points 
of S, n S, . For any two points a, b on’ C there are two circles through a and b; 
hence there are four points not on C adjacent to a and b. As there are 15 pairs 
like (a, b} on C, we obtain 60 points not on C, adjacent in two points of C, which 
contradicts 1 S, n S, 1 = 42. 
(2) Let S be of type (16) and p E S, q E r’, . As S, n S, is a graph of 
eight points of degree 4 with no triangles (remark (ii) of Section 3.5) this is a 
bipartite graph, i.e., S, n S, = A u B where all four points of A are adjacent 
to all four points of B. I f  we consider S, E Q*(3) in P,(3), and a, a’ E A, then B 
is in the intersection of the polars of a, a’ with respect to S, , and this inter- 
section is a conic having precisely four points. Hence, this conic is B. Now the 
points of S, adjacent to all points of B are on the secant aa’ and so there cannot 
be four such points; a contradiction. 
As an immediate Corollary of Propositions 5 and 7, we obtain Theorem 3. 
PROPOSITION 8. There is no local subspace of 20 points in S,(3) and so no 
space of type (14) in Proposition 6. 
Proof. Assume A is a local subspace of S = S,(3) with 1 A 1 = 20. Then 
B = S - A is also a local subspace and 1 B 1 = 20. Any plane w of S has a pole p 
with respect to the symplectic polarity of S. If  p E A, 1 r n A 1 = 5 and if 
pEB,IrnBl =5,thenI VT n A 1 = 8. Let 01 (resp. p) be the number of planes 
intersecting A in five (resp. eight) points. Then a! + /I = 40 and, counting the 
pairs consisting of a point of A and a plane through it, we get 5or + 8g = 20.13. 
Therefore cz = /I = 20. Then there are four lines of S on p E B each inter- 
secting A in a second point. There are nine secants of S on p having a structure 
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of affine plane of order 3, say rr. If L is a line of S there are two planes on L 
intersecting A in five points and two intersecting A in eight points. Hence a 
point x of v is a secant on p and has a weight i = 0, I, 2, 3 where i f 1 is the 
number of points common to A and the secant x. Every line of v corresponds to 
a plane through p and through a line of S, and so the sum of the weights of its 
three points is either 3 or 6. Each direction of lines of n corresponds to three 
planes through a line of S and has two lines of total weight 6 and one of total 
weight 3. In r the four lines of weight 3 can constitute two configurations up 
to collineations of x they are the four lines through some point of v or there are 
three such lines through a point of n and some other line. In each of these cases 
it is easy to see that there is no weight distribution on the points of r having all 
the required properties. 
PROPOSITION 9. There is no local subspace of 34 points in S,(4) and so no space 
of type (9) in Proposition 6. 
Proof. Assume that A is a local subspace of S = S,(4) with 1 A 1 = 34. 
An easy counting argument shows that each line of S intersects A in two points. 
Hence, every plane r of S intersects A in 6 points or in 10 points according to 
whether its pole is on A or not. In the first case we call m a 6-plane and in the 
other case, a lo-plane. If L is a secant of S intersecting A in no point we see that 
L is on four 6-planes and one lo-plane, i.e., the distribution of planes on a 
O-secant is (64, IO). Likewise on a l-secant it is (63, 102), on a 2-secant (62, 103), 
on a 3-secant (6, IO*), and on a 4-secant (105). Therefore there are no 5-secants. 
Moreover if L is a O-secant han the polar secant Ll of L is a 4-secant; indeed, the 
pole of a 6-plane on L is a point of L1 n A, and there are four such planes. 
Similarly, if L is an i-secant and L-!- is a j-secant then i + j = 4. Let (Y be a 6-plane 
and p its pole. Then there are two cases for 01 n A because 01 contains no 4- 
secant :
(1) (II n A is a complete oval. 
(2) there is a 3-secant in 01 intersecting A in {a, b, c>. If d, e, p are the re- 
maining points of (II n A, de cannot intersect ab on a point of pd or pe hence de 
contains one of the points a, b, c; say a. Therefore there are exactly two 3- 
secants in 01. Now we work with weights as in Proposition 8. We consider the 
afline plane rr of order 4 whose points are the 16 secants on p and whose lines 
are the planes on p distinct from a:. Each point of r has a weight in (0, 1, 2, 3). 
Every line of v has a total weight equal to 4 or 8. In a direction of lines, there are 
three lines of weight 8 and one of weight 4. 
Case 1. In (II there are 16 secants not on p, 10 are 2-secants, and 6 are O- 
secants. Their orthogonal secants are the 16 secants on p and so p is on ten 2- 
secants and six 4-secants, i.e., the weights in r take only the values 1 and 3. It is 
easy to see that the only weight distribution, up to collineations satisfying our 
assumptions, is given in Fig. 1. 
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1 I II 31 31 
c?-o-0-0 
1 I 31 11 31 
0-o -o------o 
1 I 31 31 11 
o-o--o-o 
FIGUF~E 1 
Case 2. In (Y there are 16 secants not on p, two 3-secants, four Z-secants, 
six l-secants, and four O-secants, hence their orthogonal secants are the secants 
on p and so the number of points of 7r of weight 0, 1, 2, 3 are, respec- 
tively, 2,4,6,4, and it is easily seen that there is no such distribution. 
Therefore Fig. 1 gives the weight distribution for any point of A and so we see 
that A has only l-secants with i = 0, 2, 4. Let bi be the number of i-secants. 
We know that b, = b4 because if L is a O-secant, L’ is a 4-secant. Hence Zb, + 
b, = 17.21, the number of lines and secants in S,(4). Also, counting pairs of 
points of A in two ways we get 34.33 = Zb, + 12b, . This system leads to 
b, = - 17.3, a contradiction. 
6. SOME REGULAR GRAPHS WITH No TRIANGLE 
6.1. Motiwatim 
When the polar rank is 2, S, n S, is a regular graph with no triangle. There- 
fore it will be helpful1 to know some of them. More precisely, we shah determine 
all such graphs, (ti, having the following properties: 
(1) Aut(B) is transitive on the vertices. 
(2) The stabilizer of a vertex induces Ah(n) or Sym(n) on the a adjacent 
vertices. 
(3) The degree is 3 and / (tj f < 18. The degree is 4 and j Q j < 20. The 
degree is 5 and If% 1 < 34. (These limitations correspond to the possible cases). 
6.2. 6 Has Valency 3 
Let 0 be a vertex and d, = (1, 2, 3) the set of vertices adjacent to 0. Let d, 
be the set of vertices at distance 2 from 0; ( d, j < 6. Because of (2) we have the 
following possibilities: 
(i) 1 A, 1 = 6; then there is a unique path of length 2 joining to vertices 
at distance 2. 
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(ii) 1 d, 1 = 3 d an each vertex of d, is adjacent to a pair of vertices of d, ; 
they can be labeled as {1,2}, (2, 3), { 1, 3). 
(iii) ] it, ( = 2 and both vertices are joined to all vertices of Lil, . 
(iv) ] da ] = 1 + 3; there is one vertex adjacent to all vertices of da , 
and 3 others adjacent to exactly one vertex of d, . 
The last case (iv) is ruled out using (1). 
Case (iii). The graph is entirely determined and isomorphic to the compiete 
bipartite graph on six vertices Ks,s . 
Case (ii). Using an automorphism D such that u(0) = 1, it follows that cr(ds} 
contains a vertex different from 1 adjacent to (1, 2) and (1, 3); using (Z), this 
vertex must be adjacent to (2, 3). Then the graph is completely determined and is 
a bipartite graph. (ti has eight vertices a,a,a,u, , b&&b, , any a, is adjacent to all 
bj with j # i. 
Case (i). In this case, let us look at the subgraph on d, . Because of (2) we 
have the following possibilities: 
(a) the graph is a cycle of length 6, 
(/3) the graph has three disjoint edges. 
(y) the graph is void. 
Subcuse (a). There the graph has 10 vertices and is isomorphic to the 
Petersen graph. 
St&case (/3)- Using an automorphism D such that a(O) = 1, and because 
there are no triangles and no cycles of length 4, one easily see that there are six 
vertices at distance 3 from 0. The graph has more than 18 vertices. (In fact it has 
20 vertices and is isomorphic to the graph of the vertices of a dodecahedron.) 
S&case (y). We already have 10 vertices. If  we do not allow more than 18 
vertices, then some vertex at distance 3 from 0 must be adjacent to at least 2 
vertices of Ll, . I f  one of the vertex is adjacent to 3 of d, , then the graph is 
determined; it has 14 vertices and is isomorphic to the line graph of PG(2,2). 
The other case yields a graph on 18 vertices with six imprimitivity sets of size 3. 
6.3. 8 Has Valency 4 
Again let 0 and d, = (1, 2, 3,4> be some vertices and consider the follow~g 
possibilities for da : 
at disJ~cel;a I = 12 an d h t ere is a unique path of length 2 joining two vertices 
(ii) / d, / = 6 and any vertex is adjacent to a pair of d, . 
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(iii) / da / = 4 d an any vertex is adjacent to a triple of d, . 
(iv) / da I = 3 d an we get the complete bipartite graph K4,4 . 
The other cases are excluded by condition (1). 
Case (i). We already have 1 + 4 + 12 = 17 vertices. If there are no edges in 
da , then 8 has more than 20 vertices. But if there is one edge in da then (2) 
implies that the valency of the subgraph da is 3. A short vertification shows that 
this case is impossible. 
Case (ii). Any vertex in A, can be identified with the adjacent pair of d, . 
Let (i, j} be the six vertices of da . The subgraph induced on d, is either the 
disjoint union of three edges or the void graph. Again the first case is easily ruled 
out and the last case gives two solutions with less than 20 vertices. The first case 
is a graph on 14 vertices, complements of the graph described in section A, 
the second is a graph on 16 vertices, the graph of a hypercube in a four-dimen- 
sional space. 
Case (iii). As is Case (ii) of Section A, this yields a bipartite graph on 10 
vertices. 
6.4. 65 H&C Valency 5 
Again we have for A, the following possibilities: 
(3 I 4 I = 20, 
(ii) / d, I = 10, 
(iii) 1 fl, 1 = 5, 
(iv) / da ] = 4. 
As in Sections A and 3 the two last cases give bipartite graphs Kb,5 in case (iv) 
and a bipartite graph of 12 vertices in case (iii). 
Case (i). Because 1 8 1 < 34 it is easily ruled out. 
Cuse (ii). Any vertex in d, may be denoted by the adjacent pair of d, . 
Using (2) the graph on da is the Petersen graph, triangular graph, the void, or the 
complete graph. But the degree is 5, so we are left with two subcases. 
(a) da is the Petersen graph and 8 is the Clebsch graph on 16 vertices. 
(fi) da is the void graph and using the automorphism group we are led to 
a graph on 32 vertices, the graph of the hypercube in a five-dimensional space. 
Summarizing the results, we have proved the following. 
6.5. PROPOSITION. Let 8 be a graph as in 6.1, then: 
(i) if0 has oalmy 3 then / oi I = 6, 8, IO, 14, 18, 
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(ii) if@ Izas zralency 4 then 1 6 / = 8, 10, 14, 16, 
(iii) ;fS has walency 5 then 1 Q j = 10, 12, 16, 32. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
7.1. LEMMA. The group G is tr~~t~we on triples (a, b, c) where a, b, c are 
distinct points such that a N b, b - c, u + c. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence from the fact that the stabilizer of 
a point b is of rank 3 on S, and is transitive, therefore, on the pairs of points 
(a, c) with a + c, a N 6, c -b. 
Actually the classical group Gb is a rank 3 group of a particular nature with 
many other transitivity properties which we shall use on several occasions to get 
properties of G. 
7.2. LEMMA. S is of order 3, 4, or 9. 
Proof, If r > 3 this follows from Theorem 1. Assume r = 2 and let C be a 
circle and p E C. Consider the permutation group H induced on C by the setwise 
stabilizer of C in G. Then H, normalizes a group PSL,(q) in its usual 2-transitive 
representation, and so a result of Tits [I41 on transitive extensions implies that 
q = 3, 4, or 9. 
7.3. LEMMA. S cannot be of order 9. 
Proof, Assume that r = 2 and q = 9. Then H can only be the Mathieu 
group M,, [see 141 and so H, cannot contain PGL,(9). Therefore S, N Qs+(9) 
since it is easy to check that each other classical group appearing as a candidate 
induces PGL,(9) on a line. 
We shall use the notations of Lemma 7.2. Let M be the pointwise stabilizer of 
C in G and G, the setwise stabilizer of C in G. Then G,/M N N,, . Ifp, a are 
points on C, M acts on S, N Qs*(9) and on the projective space P&9) containing 
S, . There M fixes a and all points of the line a, hence 1M acts on the second Iine 
c’ of S, , through a. As M has a line of fixed points it is a group of linear collinea- 
tions of P,(9) and so it is contained in the affie group A,(9) of order 9.8. From 
the definition of the classical group G, we can see that M is at least of order 9.4 
and so the center of i&f is trivial. Let A be the automo~hism group of IM induced 
by the action of Gc on M and # the morphism of Gc onto A. Then 4 is faithful 
on M and we have A N M or A N Gc in view of the simplicity of n/r,, . However 
Aut M has order 9.8.2, hence A N M and so kernel + is a subgroup of Gc 
isomorphic to Ml1 and disjoint from M, i.e., Gc = M x M,, . The stabilizer of 
p and a in Gc contains M x M, and leaves C’ invariant. As MD centralizes M it is 
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easy to see that Mg fixes all points of C’ and so MB is a group of linear collineations 
in P,(9). This means that on C, M9 is a subgroup of PGLa(9): a contradiction. 
7.4. Conditions on the Parameters 
From now on S may be assumed to be of order 3 or 4. We shall first of all 
generalize some of the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 7.3. 
r, will always denote the points at distance 2 from p in the graph of S and q 
will be a point in r, . I f  necessary rk”’ will denote the set of points at distance 3 
from p, and so on. The cardinality of r, will be denoted by 1 and the cardinality 
of S, n S, by p which is meaningful in view of Lemma 7.1. We always have 
k(K-A-1) =zp (1) 
Now we assume that S is of polar rank 2. If  L is a line of S, , having n + 1 
points, where n is the order of S, then there are (rz + l)(K - h - I)/2 points of 
I’, adjacent to two points of L. Let r, be the set of these points. As the stabilizer 
of L in G, is transitive on points outside L (since r = 2), for every point b 
in S, - L, the number 01 of points of r, adjacent to b does not depend on b and 
socu(K-~-l)=(n+1)(K-~-l)(~-2)/2.Hence,ifSisofpolarrank 
r=3 -9 2(k - n - 1) divides (n + l)(K - h - l)(p - 2) (2) 
A similar condition can be established in the polar rank 3 case but this will be of 
no use. 
Still assuming that S is of polar rank r = 2, S, n S, is a graph of valency h/n 
without triangles and so 
Moreover S, n S, is a local subspace of S, . Therefore the number of lines of S, 
intersecting S, n S, and the total number of lines of S, satisfy the relation 
,ux/2n < Kh/n(n + 1) and 
2k 
p<--- 
n+l 
7.5. LEMMA. If every point of S, is adjacent to some point of S, n S, then G 
is a rank 3 group. 
Proof. From the assumptions and the fact that there is an element of G 
permuting p and q (Lemma 7.1) every point of S, is adjacent to some point of 
S, n S, and so it must be in S, v  r,, . Hence the connected component of p 
in the graph of S is contained in { p} u S, u r, and so S = { p} v  S, u r, . 
7.6. Case S, is isomorphic to S,(3), Qa(3), or Q5-(3). 
Here we cover all possibilities where S is of order 3 and polar rank 2 but the 
case S, N Qa+(3). 
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Let P, denote a projective space of order 3 in which S, is embedded in a 
natural way. Our aim is to get control over the local subspace S, n S, of S, . 
Let a be a point of S, n S, . Then S, n S, appears as a “cone” of vertex a in P, , 
namely as the intersection of S, with the tangent hyperplane of S, at a. I f  S, = 
S,(3), S, n S, is a plane on a (the symplectic polar plane of a); if S, = Q4(3) 
S, n S, is a cone whose basis is an oval conic and if S, = Q5-(3), S, n S, has an 
oval quadric of dimension 3 for basis. Now we shall determine the neighborhood 
of a in S, n S, . 
(1) S, n S, n S, is a hyperplane section (not through a) of the cone S, n S, 
in P,. Let H, be the subgroup of G, inducing the orthogonal simple group 
on S, . Then 1 H, 1 = 27 . 34 . 5~, 27 * 34 . 5, 2g . 36 . 5 . 7, respectively, where E 
is the order of the core in the case S, = S,(3) and E j 3. Hence 1 H,, 1 = 24 . 34 . E, 
24 * 34, 25 . 38 . 5, respectively. The group H,, acts on the points of S, n r, 
whose number is 27, 27, 81, respectively and 4 is one of these. As the group 
induced by H,, on the set of generating lines of the cone S, n S, is at most 
Sym(4) in the two first cases, there must be an involution cr of H,, fixing each of 
these lines. Then (T cannot fix all points of the tangent hyperplane of S, at a, in 
P, , and so (T induces a perspectivity in this hyperplane, with a as center and some 
axis not on a. Moreover 0 fixes a point in S, n r, which may be assumed to be q. 
Then S, n S’, n S, is pointwise fixed by u and S, n S, n S, is the intersection 
of S, n S, , with the axis of (T in the tangent hyperplane as we have shown. 
In the third case, we show the existence of an involution (T having similar 
properties, in another way. In the orthogonal group O,-(3) acting on P,(3) there 
are two conjugacy classes of involutions. One of these consists of involutions 
fixing all points of a secant line of Q6-(3) and all points of a 3-dimensional 
subspace intersecting Q5-(3) along a quadric Qa-(3). Let o be such an involution 
and assume that a is on its line of fixed points. Then arguments used in the 
first and second case show that S, n S, n S, is a hyperplane section of 
S, n S, . 
(2) G is a rank 3 group and S, = Q4(3) cannot occur. In the cases S, = 
S,(3) or Q5-(3) every P oint of S, is adjacent to S, n S, n S, and so Lemma 7.5 
applies. 
Assume that S, = Q4(3). Then we see from the conditions obtained in 7.4 that 
p E (8, 10, 12, 18, 201. Here S, n S, n S, is a conic of 4 points on S, . Going 
back to the group H,, of order 24 . 34 we can see that it is transitive on the 27 
points of S, n r, , otherwise H,,, would contain a subgroup of order 9 and an 
element of order 3 fixing all points of S, n S, n S, , which turns out to be 
impossible in P,(3). Hence HaDB has order 24 . 3 and a similar argument shows 
that it induces Sym(4) on S, n S, n S, . Now a connected component of 
S, n S, appears as a graph extension of Sym(4) and Theorem 5 of Section 6 
applies. From the values of p Cases (viii) and (ix) are impossible. Case (vi) shows 
that S, n S, contains a union of two orthogonal tonics which is impossible on 
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Qd(3). Property (I) and orthogonality arguments show likewise that Case (vii) 
cannot occur, Hence S, = Q*(3) is eliminated. 
(3) If S, =Q5-(3>, G normalizes the group McL and S is a unique locally 
polar space of parameters v = 275, k = 112, h = 30, TV = 56. 
From (2)the graph of S must be strongly regular. Then Proposition 6 shows that 
the parameters are those given above and a strong result of Goethals and Seidel 
[6] shows that there is a unique strongly regular graph with these parameters. As 
the graph structure determines the locally polar space structure we have finished. 
(4) If S, N S,(3), then z, = 176, K = 40, h = 12, p -=: 8. Again, Proposi- 
tion 6 applies and we see that S is of type (7) or (14). The latter cannot exist by 
Proposition 8. 
(5) The existence of a space as in (4) has been shown in Section 2.4. The 
only problem left open is to show its uniqueness. This will be done in 7.12 
because it is a completely different problem. 
7.7. Case S, is isomorphic to S,(4), Qs-(4), f1,(4), H,(4). Here we cover 
all cases where S is of order 4, polar rank 2 for the case where S, cr! Qa+(4). 
As in 7.6, P, will denote the projective space of order 4 in which S, is embedded. 
Let a E S, n S, . We start as in 7.6. 
(1) S, n S, n S, is a hyperplane section (not through a) of the cone 
S, n S, in P, . The group induced by G, on S, contains a simple group of order 
2s . 32 * 52 f 17 212 . 32 * 53 * 13 . 17, 26 * 34 * 5, 21° ’ 35 ’ 5 . 11, respectively. 
From Lemma i.1 we then deduce that G,,, ’ 1s of order divisible by 2a . 3a . 5, 
24 * 32 . 5 . 17, 2 . 3s, 23 * 34. The group G,,, is acting on the lines of the cone 
S, n S, whose automorphism group is known and so we easily see that there is 
an element lz of order 3 in G,,, fixing each line of the cone S, n SD . Here h 
cannot be the identity on the tangent hyperplane of S, at a, in P, . Hence h 
induces a perspectivity of center a in this hyperplane and its axes is not on a. 
As h is acting on S, n S, we see that h fixes all points adjacent to a in S, n S, 
and so S, n S, n S, is a hyperplane section of S, n S, . 
(2) S, cannot be S,(4), Qh-(4), H,(4). If S, is S,(4), Q5(4), or H,(4) we 
see from (1) that each point of S, is adjacent to some point of S, n S, n S, and 
so Lemma 7.5 implies that G is a rank 3 group. Then Proposition 6 applies and S 
is of type (9), (II), (12), or (15). Type (9) is ruled out by Proposition 9. Let us 
examine the three other cases. 
(2.1) S is of type (11) or (12). Here S, = &(4). Let a(a) be the plane on 
S, n S, n S, in P, whose existence is due to (I). The polar of a(a) in P, is a line 
intersecting H,(4) in three points a, b, c. The element h used in (1) fixes a, hence 
b and c, and it fixes no point outside B(a) and ab. However h fixes 10 points in 
S, n S, and as p = 30 we see that h fixes at least 12 points in S, n S, . There- 
fore b, c are in S, n S, . 
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Let d E a(a). Then h leaves cr(d) invariant and as ar(d) + a(a), cu(d) must con- 
tain ab. If  x E u(d) - ab, the line x/z(x) intersects ab and a(a) because x is on a 
unique line intersecting these two subspaces and this line is invariant by h. Then 
a(d) is not disjoint from a(a): a contradiction. 
(2.2) S is of type (1.5). H ere v  = 630, ~1 = IO, S, = S,(4). Then S, n S, 
must be a bipartite graph and it is a union of 2 orthogonal secant lines of S, . 
As 1 = 544 = 4.136, and as there are 136 pairs of orthogonal secants in S, , 
we see that four points of r, determine the same set S, n S, and that S has 
secants of five points. 
The core N, has order 1, 2, or 4. We know already that N, is a a-group. If  
j N, j > 4, there is an element g E N,, fixing a point q E r, , g + I. Then if 
a E S, 0 S, , g fixes all points of S, as a consequence of properties of polar 
spaces stated in Section 1.2. Hence, all points of S, n r, are fixed byg. If  a = 6 in 
S, , then S, n S, n r, is obviously nonempty, hence g also fixes all points of 
S, . By the connectivity of S, , g fixes all points of S, for all x E S, and so g is the 
identity: a contradiction. 
We have / G, 1 = 2s . 3” . 53 * 17 (b E w h ere E = 1 N, / divides 4 and 4 is 1 or 2 
accordly as the group induced by G, on S, is SP,(~) or rS~,(4). Also 1 G, / = 
23 * 32 ’ 52 * El#. 
On a secant line of S, , the symplectic group Sp,(4) induces the alternating 
group Alt(5) and so G,, induces Alt(5) or Sym(5) on each secant line A, 3 of an 
orthogonal pair according to $ = 1 or 2. For the same reason G, is transitive on 
the three other points of pq and if q’ is one of these, G,,,, is a subgroup of index 
3 of G,, . 
It is easy to check that the symplectic group has no element #I fixing all 
points of A and B. Hence G, acts faithfully on A v B. 
In G, there is a subgroup H, of index 2 (see Lemma 7.1) leaving A and B 
invariant. There is a normal subgroup HmA of HpQ fixing all points of A and we 
define HDaB likewise. Moreover HmA induces on B, a normal subgroup of 
Alt(5) or Sym(5) hence HgPA _ - Alt(5) or Sym(5). As G,, has a subgroup 
G,,,, of index 3, Hpq also has a subgroup H,,,, of index 3. Clearly H,,,s induces 
the same group on A as H,, because Alt(5) and Sym(5) have no subgroup 
of index 3. There H,,, has a subgroup of index 3 and we reach a contra- 
diction. 
(3) Let S, = Hz(4). From the conditions in Section 7.4 we see that 
p E (6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, lS>. The group G,, is transitive on S, n S, and 
G,,, induces at least Alt(3) on the three points of S, n S, n S, because its order 
is divisible by 2 * 32. If  there are two points of S, n S, n S, having two or three 
common adjacent points then (1) implies that the connected component of a in 
SD n S, is the union of two orthogonal secants. If  any two points of S, n S, n S, 
have only a as common adjacent point, then an elementary search as in the proof 
of Proposition 6.5 shows that S, n S, can only be the Petersen graph. In this 
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case, the element h of (1) fixes all points of S, n S, . Then it fixes all points on 
10 lines of P, and it is the identity: a contradiction. In conclusion, ,LL = 6, 12, or 
18 according to whether S, n S, is a union of one, two or three pairs of ortho- 
gonal secant lines. We shall examine these three cases separately. 
(4) p = 6. If so, I = 240. In S, there are 120 pairs of orthogonal secants 
and so secants of S must have three points. Consider the stabilizer G,,,, of the 
secant pq in G, . This is acting on the 6 points of S, n S, , on the 27 points of 
S, adjacent to S, n S, , and on the 12 remaining points of S, which constitute 
two pairs of orthogonal secants. The latter statement deserve some explanation 
which will be useful in the other cases also. If abc and def are two orthogonal 
secants of H,(4), then as lines of P, they have points u, v, and w, x outside 
H,(4), and these constitute an orthogonal set of points. Every orthogonal set of 
points u, v, w, x determines three pairs of orthogonal secants and for one of these 
the two others constitute the set of 12 points mentioned earlier. Now G,,,, is of 
order 22 . 34 . E and in the simple unitary group acting on S, it can be shown that 
this group is transitive on the 12 points of S, nonadjacent to S, n S, . As G,, 
is of index 3 in G,,,, it is still transitive on the four secants on which the 12 
points are distributed. If b is one of these points and if G,, is not transitive on the 
12 points, then G,, has three orbits of four points and 1 G,,, / = 33e, which shows 
that there is a 3-group in G,,, fixing the 12 points. As this is impossible, G,, is 
transitive on the 12 points. Now there are 27 points of S, adjacent to S, n S, , 
hence in r, . The 12 points of S, nonadjacent to S, n S, are all in I’, or all in 
rb3’. In the first case S = p u S, u r, and G is a rank 3 group. This is impossible 
in view of Proposition 6. Hence r, is a graph of 240 points with 120 pairs corre- 
sponding to the secants on p and of degree 27. Let pqq’ and prr’ be secants with 
q - r. Then q + r’, because a point adjacent to two points of a secant is adjacent 
to the third. Similarly q’ + r. What about q’ N r’ ? On q, r there is a circle 
containing two points a, b of S, since r is adjacent to S, n S, in S, . Then S, 
contains p, q, q’ and the unitary transvection of S, of center p, permutes q, q’ and 
r, r’, hence q’ - r’. This shows that the set r* of 120 secants on p is endowed 
with a graph structure of degree 27. If b is in S, , among the 27 points adjacent 
to S, n S, , b is adjacent to 2 points of S, n S, and similarly to 2 points on each 
other pair of secants constituting the 12 points nonadjacent to S, n S, . In 
other words, b is adjacent to 12 - 6 = 6 points among the 27. This holds also in 
S, and we see that two adjacent points of r* have six adjacent points in common. 
If x, y are points of I’* at distance 2 they have at most six adjacent points in 
common because TV = 6. Let x be a fixed point in r*. Counting in two ways the 
chains x - y - x with z at distance 2 from x in r* we get 
567 = 27(27 - 6) = c ) r,* n r,* 1 < (120 - 28)6 = 552 
d&=2 
and so we get a contradiction. 
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(5) p = 12. 
Let pqq’ be a secant. Then S, n S, == S, n S, is a union of four secants WV, wt, 
uw, vt where U, v, w, t constitute an orthogonal set in P3 - H,(4). The two 
remaining secants ut, VW, are also orthogonal. Assume that ut intersects H,(4) in 
a’, b’, c’ and VW in d’, e’, f’. Then S, n S,, n S,, has three points say p, q1 , 
ql’ on a secant and S, n S,” n Sg; -7: {a’, b’, c’, d’, e’, f ‘} u A where d is one of 
the components of S, n S, , say the union of two secants abc and def. Then 
S, f-3 S, n S, contains p, 4, q’, q1 , ql’, i.e., too many points, and so we have a 
contradiction. 
(6) p = 18. 
Then Lemma 7.5 shows that G is a rank 3 group and by Proposition 6, we get 
v  = 126. Obviously, S has secants of three points and so S, provided with the 
secants and the pairs of adjacent points as lines, is a linear space, i.e., any two 
points are on just one line. Let us determine the phes of this space, i.e., the 
subspaces generated by triangles or sets of three noncollinear points. For a 
triangle of distance-type (1, 2, 2) say (p, q, b) with b -p, there is some point a 
adjacent top, q, b. Then the plane pqb is contained in S, and on H,(4) it is easy 
to see that this plane is isomorphic to a space F6 with six points, four secants, and 
two secants on each point. A triangle of type (2, 2, 2) may be contained in a 
plane F6 and then it generates this plane also. So we shall assume that it is not 
contained in a F6 . Let ( p, q, r) be this triangle. It may be replaced by the union of 
two secants pq, pr corresponding each to two orthogonal 4-sets A, B of P,(4) - 
H,(4). Now on two orthogonal points of P,(4) - H,(4) there is just one ortho- 
gonal 4-set and so it is easy to see that there are 12 orthogonal 4-sets intersecting 
a given one in some point. Hence A, B have a point u in common. In the plane rr 
generated by p, q, r there must be a third secant on p and this corresponds to a 
third orthogonal 4-set on u in P,(4). There is exactly one more orthogonal 4-set, 
say D on u. Secants on p corresponding to A, D generate a plane n’ counting also 
a third line of 3 points on p because secants generating a plane F6 must corre- 
spond to disjoint 4-sets. Hence we may assume that rr’ contains the secant 
corresponding to B. Then v  n rr’ includes the secants corresponding to A and B 
and so m = r’. Therefore rr contains exactly 4 secants through any point which is 
on a generating triangle of V. Now some elementary drawings easily show that v  
must be an affine plane of nine points. In conclusion there are four possible types 
of planes in S of cardinality 3, 4, 6, 9. I f  p E S, we define the symmetry u9 on p 
as follows: a, fixes p and each point adjacent to p, while it permutes any two 
points x, y  such that (p, x, y} is a secant. From the 4 types of planes it is easy to 
see that up is an automorphism of the linear space S and that the set of symmetries 
is a class of 3-transpositions [4]. Hence the classification obtained in [5] joined to 
the fact that S is connected and that G is a rank 3-group and primitive, show that 
S is a unique linear space related to O,-(3). As the linear space determines the 
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graph structure of S, S is also unique as a locally polar space. Now it is easy to 
check that G normalizes O,-(3). 
7.8. Case S, -Qa+(3). 
(1) All secants of S have two points and the conditions obtained in Section 
7.4 show that ~1 E (4, 6, 8). An easy counting of the circles in S shows that 
5\wwithv=/S\. 
(2) Assume first that G is a rank 3 group. Then Proposition 6 shows that 
v  = 35, p = 8. The existence of such a space was shown in 2.3. We have to 
prove its uniqueness. Now S, n S, is intersected by each line of S, in two 
points and this leads to two possible types for S, n S, in S, , namely, a union of 
two “squares” (this should have an obvious meaning in S,) and another type 
which has 72 transforms under G, while 1 F, 1 = 18. Hence S, n S, is a union of 
two squares. There are indeed 18 such &sets and each one may be identified with 
a point of r, . Also the edges joining S, to I’, are uniquely determined. If  a, b 
are adjacent in S, n S, , then abq are on a circle with two other points q1 , qa 
in rD . Then S, n SQ1 is a g-set in S, , on a, b and distinct from S, n S, . There 
are precisely two such &subsets Q, R with a common edge that must be adjacent 
and converse. As S, has 16 points and S, n S, is a determined 8-set, we have 
finished. 
(3) Now we assume that G is not a rank 3 group and we show that S is of 
type (2.4) in Theorem 4. Now TV # 8 from Lemma 7.5. We shall also eliminate 
TV = 6. Indeed, in this case 1 = 24 and there is a unique point h of S, which is 
not adjacent to S, n S, , otherwise the rank would be 3 again for G. Then G, 
fixes b. However G,, is of index 24 in G, while G,, is of index 16 in G, and 
G,, < G,, 9 a contradiction. Therefore p = 4, 1 = 36, and each point of r, is 
identified with a 4-subset of S, (square in L,(4)). Let v  be the number of points 
of S, n rp). None of these can be adjacent to S, n S, and so we see in S, 
that v  < 4. The group G,, has order 23c where c/4. It acts transitively on the 
four points of S, n S, and transitively on the four points of S, - (S, n S,) 
nonadjacent to S, n S, . Hence it is still transitive on the four points of S, - 
(S, n S,) nonadjacent to S, n S, and as one of them is in rk3’ we get them all 
in r:) and Y = 4. Then G, is transitive on rp). I f  r is a point of S, n rk3’, 
m = \rF)I, and w = 1 S, n r, I, we have mw = 1~ = 36.4. Also G,, is 
transitive on the w points of S, n r, and on the w points of S, n r, . We shall 
try to determine S, n r,. in S, . The set S, n r, is covered by squares and there 
must be at least w squares contained in it, corresponding to the points of S, n r= . 
I f  we also observe that q is adjacent to eight points in rl, constituting the union 
of two squares, then r, cannot contain four pairwise adjacent points nor do 
r, n S, and S, n r,. . Then it is easy to check that S, n r, can only be a set of 
nine points, namely the points nonadjacent to a given point of S, . Hence w = 9, 
m = 16, and each point of ra3) is identified with one among sixteen 9-sets of S, . 
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It is quite obvious that the graph is uniquely determined on p u S, u r, from 
our preceding arguments. Now for r, r, A S, is determined and as it contains 
nine squares, it determines also S, n T, , i.e., all edges joining r, to F3) are 
determined. 
Now G,, is transitive on the nine points of S, n r, ; the six points of S, 
adjacent to S, n I’, must be in rk4’ since otherwise v = 69 and 5 7 v. Using G,, 
and its action on S, we see likewise that the graph is uniquely determined on 
I’:). Let 1 rf) j = u, t be the unique point in rL4) n S, and 4 = / rr’ n S, /. 
Then u1,6 = 16 because G, is transitive on rL41. Also 1 S, n ri”’ 1 = 9 and G,, is 
transitive on these Z,!J points covered by squares. As 4 divides 16 and as there 
must be at least nine squares in S, n rt (‘) because w = 9, we can easily see that 
S nrj3)=SB and so u= 1. Hence S=p S,uI’,urf’urf) and the 
umqueness is established. 
7.9. Case S, is isomorphic to Q3+(4). 
(1) We follow the same strategy as in Section 7.8. All secants of S have 
two points and p E (4, 8, lo} from Section 7.4. Counting the circles of S 
we get 3 / V. 
(2) Assume that G is a rank 3 group. Then er = 126, p = 4 from Proposi- 
tion 6. The existence of such a space is shown in Section 2.3. Hence we prove its 
uniqueness. There are 1 = 100 points in I’, corresponding to the 100 squares of 
S, . This determines r, as a set of points and all edges joining S, to r, . If 
a N b in S, n S,, then abq are on a circle with two other points q1 , qz in I’, . 
Then S, n Sg, is a square on a, b distinct from S, n S, . There are 12 squares in 
S, having some edge in common with S, n S, and the 12 corresponding points 
of r, must be adjacent to q. There are still nine points of r, n S, to determine 
in order to achieve the proof. In view of the action of G, on the squares of S, 
and on these nine points we see that the latter correspond to nine squares of S, 
constituted by points nonadjacent to S, n S, . Hence the uniqueness is proved. 
(3) Now we assume that G is not a rank 3 group and we examine the cases 
TV = 4, 8, and 10 separately. 
(4) p = 4. Then r, is again identified with the set of 100 squares of S, and 
q is adjacent to 12 points of I’, obtained as in (2), the nine remaining points of 
S, being transitively permuted by G,, . Hence these nine points are in rp. 
Let Y E r(3) n S m = 1 r(s) 1 ,W = Il’pnS,I = IS,nr,).Thenmw=900 
and S, n’r, is a’kt of w po?nts in SD , on which G,, acts transitively, covered by. 
at least w squares and containing no line of S, because S, n r, is isomorphic to 
it and r, has at most four pairwise adjacent points. Then a few easy drawings 
give three possible types for S, n r,. up to isomorphisms of S, : one each of 9, 
12, and 20 points. The latter leads to m = 45 but it has 60 or 120 transforms 
under G, . The second leads to m = 75 but it has 100 transforms. Hence 
S, n r, is a set of nine points or 3-square constituted by all points nonadjacent 
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to some square of S, and w = 9, m = 100. Therefore r:’ is determined as well 
as the edges joining r, and ri”. As 3 ) v  we see that I’:’ is nonempty and using 
S, and S, n r, we see that r is adjacent to 12 points in rk”’ while it is adjacent 
to 4 points in rf) constituting an orbit of G,, . This also shows that the graph is 
uniquely determined on p u S, u r, u rh3) and that G, is transitive on rk4’. 
Let t E r(4) n S 
rj3) n S, ?s a 
~=jrf)\, #=lrr)nS,I. Then u#=400. Again 
sel’of points submitted to several conditions such so r, n S, 
earlier and we get only one solution having the right number of transforms under 
G, , It is a 4-square of 16 points, i.e., the set of all points nonadjacent to a given 
point of S, . Then u = 25. As 3 1 v, we see that rf’ is nonempty and r:’ n S+, 
has a unique point s. Then 1 ri5’ n S, 1 divides 25 and is covered by squares, 
hence I rr) n S, 1 = 25, I r:) I = 1, and the uniqueness is established. 
(5) p = 8. Then 1 = 50 and there is a unique point of S, nonadjacent to 
S, n S, . Hence the classification of possible types for S, n S, is similar to 
our work in (2) under Section 7.8, and we see that such a set has much more 
than 50 transforms under G, , hence we have a contradiction. 
(6) p = 10 shows that every point of S, is adjacent to S, n S, and so 
Lemma 7.5. gives a contradiction. 
7.10. Generalization of the Situation Analyzed to Meet the Needs of 7.11. 
LEMMA. Let S be a connected locally polar space with S, N Q3+(4) such that its 
automorphism group G is 
(1) transitive on ora?ered triangles ( p, a, q) with d( p, a) = d(a, q) = 1 and 
d(P, Q) = 2, 
(2) ;f a N b then Gab fixes the two circles C, , C, on a, b and the pointwise 
stabilizer of Ci is doubly transitive on Ci - (a, b} for i # j. 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 4 are still valid. 
Proof. First of all, Lemmas 7.1 and 7.5 are still valid. Also, the conditions of 
Section 7.4 hold in this situation. Now the arguments of Section 7.9 remain valid 
up to minor modifications when transitivity properties of certain groups are 
required. For instance, in (4) G, is still transitive on the nine points. Still in (4). 
the argument on the three possible types for S, n r, leads to m = 75 and 50 
transforms or m = 45 and 30 or 60 transforms which is still impossible. In cases 
(5,6) the arguments remain unchanged. 
7.11. CaseSisoforder4andrank3. 
(1) In view of Propositions 3 and 4, S, n S, is a locally polar space of 
order 4 and rank 2, in which the neighborhood S, n S, n S, of some point a, is 
isomorphic to Cone S, . Our method of proof will be to show that the group 
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induced by G,, on S, n S, is large enough to imply that each connected com- 
ponent of S, n S, satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4 or Lemma 7.10 and 
so we will be able to determined the structure of S, n S, thanks to the cases 
already treated. 
(2) We shall show that S, E H5(4) and that a connected component of 
S, n S, has 126 points. 
The possibilities for S, are &+(4), S,(4), Q,-(4), H,(4) and H,(4). In each 
case, the group induced by G, on S, contains a simple group whose order is 
known and whose index in G, will be denoted by E. Moreover 1 G,,, j = 
1 G, j/k(k - h - 1) and G,,, acts on the neighborhood of a in S, n S, , i.e., the 
polar space Cone S, on which it induces a group +(G,& contained in the nor- 
malizer A* of the linear group of automorphisms A of Cone S, , the order / A j 
being also known and [A*: A] = 2. Al so, A is a simple group when S, N 
Q,+(4). See Table IV for a tabulation of this information. 
TABLE IV 
& I G, I I Ga,, I Cone s, IAl 
Qj+(4) 212.34*52*7.17.~ 24 . 35 . 52 E Q3+(4) 25 . 3” . 52 
S,(4) 218 ’ 34.53.7.13 ’ 17. E 28 ’ 33 . 52 ’ 17 ’ E S,(4) 23 . 32 . 52 . 17 
Q,-(4) 224 .34 . 53 .7 . 13 . 17.257 . E 212 . 33 . 53 . 13 . 17 . E Q,-(4) 212 * 32 . 53 . 13 . 17 
H,(4) 2’5 .36.5.7.11.c 26 .34 .5 . E H,(4) 2= . 3” . 5 
H,(4) 221 *3*.5.7.11*43.s 210.36.5.11.~ H,(4) 21° . 35 . 5 . 11 
Let us investigate the kernel of the homomorphism 4 in the projective space 
P, containing S, . I f  m is an element of ker 4 of order 17, 13, 11, 5 then m fixes 
all lines of S, on a, m induces a perspectively of center a in the tangent hyper- 
plane at S, in P, , and so m fixes all points of this hyperplane, i.e., m is a perspec- 
tivity in P, . However, perspectivities of P, can only be of order 2 or 3 and so we 
reach a contradiction. If  m is of order 2, m is also a perspectivity of P fixing all 
points of a tangent hyperplane and this can occur only for S, ru S,(4), H,(4), 
H,(4). Then it is easy to see that kernel 4 can contain no subgroup of order 8 if 
S, ‘v S,(4) and no subgroup of order 4, if S, N H,(4) or H,(4). Similarly, it is 
shown that kernel 4 contains no subgroup of order 9. Therefore +(GaN) is a 
subgroup of A* of index i dividing, respectively, 4, 16,2,4,4. In view of the sim- 
plicity of A in the four last cases and as S&(4) cannot act on 16 points or less, 
this means that +(G,,,) contains A but perhaps in the first case. If  +(Gaw) 
contains A, then a connected component of S, n S, satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorem 4 and so this component is one of the spaces listed in Theorem 4. If  
+(G,,J does not contain A, then S, -f&+(4) and 1 kernel4 / = 3, while E 
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divides 2. Hence +(GaW) is the subgroup of index 2 of A leaving each family 
of planes of Cone S, invariant and isomorphic to P%,(4) x J’S&(4). Then a 
connected component of S, n S, satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 7.10 and 
so the conclusions of Theorem 4 are still valid for it. The conclusion is that a 
connected component Ci of S, n S, is either 
(1.2) of Theorem 4 with 126 points and locally H,(4), 
(1.3) with 126 points and Q3+(4) locally or, 
(1.4) with z, = 252 and Q%+(4) locally. 
In the two last cases, S, N Q5+(4) has 1785 lines and there are 1575 lines inter- 
secting Ci in the case (1.3) and 3150 in case (1.4). Hence the latter is eliminated 
and in the other case, S, n S, = Ci since two components would again lead to 
3150 lines. Now p = 126, K = 357, h = 100 and kX = 2~ shows that we have 
another contradiction. Therefore case (1.2) is the only possibility left open as we 
claimed at the beginning of this section. 
(3) S, n S, has only one connected component and every point of S, 
is adjacent to some point of S, n S, . 
Let C be a connected component of S, n S, and consider C as a subset of 
S, CT H,(4) the latter being a subset in the projective space P,(4). If a E C, 
there is a unique transvection of center a and order 2 of P,(4) leaving H,(4) 
invariant. This transvection leaves C invariant also because C is a unique space 
of 126 points and the property follows from the existence proof in 2.2. Conse- 
quently C is closed under secants joining in H,(4). 
If C’ is another connected component of S, n S, , then no point of C’ is 
adjacent to a point of C. Hence to achieve our proof, it is sufficient to show that 
every point of S, is adjacent to some point of C. There are 63.45 lines of S, 
intersecting S, n S, in two points and each of these contains three points of 
S, -- (S, n S,). If b is a point in the latter set on one of the lines intersecting 
S, n S, we shall show that b is on 15 lines intersecting S, n S, . Then the 
number of such points will be 63.45.3/15 = 567 = 693 - 126 and our proof will 
be ended. Actually, the last argument shows that it is sufficient to prove that b is 
on at most 15 lines intersecting C. The points of C adjacent to b are in the tangent 
hyperplane (Y of H,(4) at b and 01 n C is closed under secants. The lines of S, on 
b, intersecting C constitute a Fischer subspace of Cone S, N H,(4) in the sense 
of [2] and the results of the latter paper show that there can be at most 15 such 
lines unless every line of S, on b intersects C. In the latter case, C has 
a Fischer subspace of 90 points and this is known to be impossible [3]. 
(4) G is a rank 3 group with parameters v = 3510, p = 126. G is a rank 
3 group in view of (3) and Lemma 7.5., so Proposition 5 and the fact that p = 126 
suffice. 
(5) Secants of S have 3 points. Let d, e, f be a secant of S, ~1 H,(4). we 
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shall show that it is also a secant of S and therefore it is sufficient that 4 N d, 
q - e implies q -f. Th is is, however, a direct consequence of the fact that 
S, n S, is a space of 126 points which is closed under secants joining in H,(4) 
(see 3). 
(6) S provided with its secants as lines of three points and pairs of adjacent 
points as lines of two points is a Fischer space, i.e., a linear subspace generated 
by three noncollinear points is either an afline plane of nine points, a space 
FB with six points, four lines of three points and two such lines on each point, a 
plane of four or a plane of three points. 
Let a, b, c be noncollinear points. We may assume that the lines ab and ac 
have three points, otherwise the statement is trivial. We distinguish two cases: 
(a) The line bc has two points, i.e., b N c. In view of the transitivity of G 
on pairs of points at distance 2 we may assume p = b, q = a. Then there is 
some point d E S, n S, adjacent to c in view of Step 2. Hence a, b, c are in 
S, N H,(4) and as the latter is a Fischer space the plane generated by 
a, b, c in S, being also contained in S, , is a plane of type F, . 
(b) The line bc has 3 points. We may again assume that p = a and q = b. 
Now S, n S, and S, n S, have a nonempty intersection. This follows from 
Theorem 16.1.16 in [5] and from the fact that for a given p, the family of all 
local subspaces S, n S, , p + x, has l/2 = 2’ . 11 members (since secants of S 
have three points) and therefore they are conjugate under PSUs(4) and the result 
of [2] applies. If d E S, n S, n SC we are back in the Fischer space S, as in the 
first case. 
(7) S is unique and G D F,, . 
In the Fischer space S (see 6) we define a 3-transposition crD for each point 
p E S; up fixes all points adjacent to p and permutes q, q’ if ( p, q, q’} is a secant. 
From (6) we see that u8 is an automorphism of the Fischer space S and that all 
a, constitute a class of 3-transpositions in the sense of [4]. In view of 
our knowledge of the parameters of S and of S, , Fischer’s classification shows 
that the graph underlying S is isomorphic to the graph underlying F,, and that 
the og , p E S generate a group containing Fs2 . The stabilizer of p in F,, has a 
center Z of order 2 and its quotient by Z induces PSU,(4) on S, , Our group G 
has also a stabilizer inducing PSU,(4) on S, , hence G r\ F,, is of index 1 or 2 
in F,, and as F,, is simple we see that Fz2 is contained in G. 
7.12. Case S, N S,(3), v = 176, p = 8. 
(1) This is a continuation of 7.6. We have only to prove the uniqueness of 
S. It will be convenient to give first of all some more details on the construction of 
S given in Section 2.4. The point is to prove that S, is indeed isomorphic to 
S,(3). Let L be a line of S, and a a point of S, -L. We must show 
that the polar hyperplane H, of a in P,(4) interacts L in exactly one point. There 
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is at most one such point because three pairwise orthogonal points of S determine 
a unique clique of five points and so a would be on L. To show that H, intersects 
L we may choose a coordinate system in which Q has the equation 
X& + x,5$ + x& + XaX4 + xc& = 0 where p = (1 , 0, 0, 0, 0), 
and a = (0, a2 ,..., a5). Then H, has an equation a;;~, + *** + a;x5 = 0 and as 
a $ Q one of the ai is zero since a& E (0, l}. Since we can assume that L UP 
is the basis of the coordinate system, the result follows. 
Therefore S, is a generalized quadrangle of 40 points, with 4 points on each 
line and 4 lines on each point. Payne [lo] proved that such a quadrangle is iso- 
morphic to S,(3) or its dual Q4(3). We have to exclude the last case; S,(3) is 
embedded in P,(3) and so can be provided with a linear structure, all lines having 
four points. We remark that S, consists of the 40 points of P,(4) not lying on 
H,(4). Two points of S, are either on a secant of H,(4) and the line of four points 
is the selfpolar frame determined by those two points (lines of the quadrangle), 
either on a tangent and thus on a line of four points (i.e., a secant). It follows that 
s, N S,(3). 
The automorphism group G of S is clearly a rank 3 group which allows us to 
see easily that t.~ = 8 and that S, n S, is a union of two orthogonal secants of 
S,(3). In P4 , pq is a tangent to Q and so we obtain secants of S which are the 
tangents to Q in P, . Let A, B be two secants of S having p as common point. 
Then we distinguish two types for the pair {A, B}. 
(a) A and B are “adjacent”, i.e., every point of A - p is adjacent to a 
unique point of B - p, and conversely. 
(b) A and B are “nonadjacent”, i.e., any two points of A u B are at 
distance 2. 
These two types correspond to pairs of tangents to Q through p whose contact 
points are, respectively, nonorthogonal and orthogonal, and so the automorphism 
group of S is transitive on the members of each type. 
If  C, D are orthogonal secants in S, , they correspond to a secant A of S on 
p, i.e., for q E A - p, S, n S, = C u D. I f  C’, D’ are another pair of orthogonal 
secants in S, and A’ the corresponding secant of S on p, then A is adjacent to 
A’ i f f  (C u D) n (C’ u 0’) is a pair of points. The reason for this is that we can 
count the number of secants on p, adjacent to A and find 32, the number of 
secants on p, nonadjacent to A, which is 12, and count likewise in S, the pairs of 
orthogonal secants intersecting C u D or disjoint from it. 
On the set H of 45 secants through p we thus have a graph structure of valency 
12 which is obviously the graph structure induced by orthogonality on H,(4). 
Finally we notice that if A, B are nonadjacent secants on p, there are exactly three 
other secants on p which are nonadjacent to A and B. 
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(2) Now we start with the assumptions of Theorem 4 and S, fr’ &(3), 
II =I 176, /I = 8. 
Clearly S, n S, is a union of two orthogonal secants of S, . As there are 4.5 
such sets in S, and as 1 = 135 we immediately get secants in S having four 
points. Hence S is provided with a structure of linear space whose lines have four 
or two points and we have to identify this space with P4(4) - H,(4) = T. We 
shall first determine the planes of S and T. 
(3) Planes of S. By a plane of T we mean the intersection of T with a 
plane of P,(4), say r. We have the following possibilities. 
I. n intersects H,(4) along a hermitian conic of 9 points, i.e., r n T has 
12 points, 9 secants, 3 secants on each point, and any 2 secants in r n T intersect. 
II. v  intersects H,(4) along three lines of H,(4) and so rr n T is a union 
of two orthogonal secants. 
III. r intersects H,(4) in a line and so r n T is an afine plane of 16 points. 
Now we shall determine similar planes in S. 
A triangle (a, b, c) of Swill be called of type (01, ,& y) if d(a, b) = y, d(b, c) = 01, 
d(a, c) = 8. If  (p, 4, r) is such a triangle there is a point x E S, n S, n S, . 
Then S, N S’s(3) contains p, q, Y and this triangle is contained in a plane rr 
of S,(3). I f  o is the pole of rr, 7~ - o is closed under the junction of secants of 
S,(3) and it is easy to see that it is “generated” by the secants pq and pr. The 
latter property shows that this plane does not depend on X. 
Hence a t~~~~gle of type ( 1,2,2) generates a plane of ffle I in S, and the latter is 
generated by any of its triangles of type (1, 2, 2). Every triangle of type (1, 1, 1) 
is contained in OL >> 1 planes of type I in view of the fact that a plane of type I 
contains such triangles and that G is transitive on triangles of type (I, 1, 1). 
Now an easy counting argument shows that a: = 1. 
Two disjoint secants such that any point of one is adjacent to all points of the 
other will be called orthogonal. Such a pair of orthogonal secants constitutes a 
plane of type II. Clearly every secant is contained in two such planes and every 
triangle of type (1, 1,2) is contained in a unique plane of type II. 
We are left with the examination of planes generated by a triangle of type 
(2,2,2). Some of these triangles are contained in a plane of type I. The point is 
actually to study the plane generated by secants A, B intersecting in p and non- 
adjacent. A plane of type I cannot contain A and B. Hence if D is a secant 
intersecting A and 3 in points distinct from p, I) is also nonadjacent to A and 3. 
This shows that the plane rr generated by A and B contains at least 13 points. 
We have control over the number of adjacent secants to A through the control 
over planes of type I. Hence we can show that A, B correspond to disjoint pairs 
of orthogonal secants in S, . On the 45 pairs of orthogonal secants, disjointness 
induces a strongly regular graph with X = 3, hence there are three other pairs 
disjoint from each pair corresponding to A, B. Hence ?r can contain at most three 
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lines onp, other than A, I? which are nonadjacent to A and 3. If v has more than 
13 points we can see easily that there are three such lines and also that rr has 
either 4 or 5 lines on p which are all secants and pairwise nonadjacent. Then we 
see that v is either a projective plane of order 3 or an affine plane of order 4. 
Now G is transitive on planes generated by nonadjacent secants because G, is 
transitive on pairs of disjoint orthogonal pairs of secants in S, (a property of the 
simple symplectic group Sp,(3)). If z has 13 points we can see that there are 
(176 . 135 + 36)/(13 . 12 * 9) such planes, which is impossible as 13 does not 
divide 176 * 135 . 36. Therefore 7~ is an affine plane of order 4. Hence a triangle 
of type (2,2,2) generates a plane of type I or a plane of type III. 
(4) For p E S, we denote by S(p) the residzral spaxe of S at p, i.e., the set 
of lines of S on p which are lines of S(p). The 85 points of S(p) are identified 
with the 40 points of S,(3) and the 45 pairs of orthogonal secants of S,(3), and 
there is an obvious graph structure on these 85 points for which S(p) has the 
graph structure of P,(4) under orthogonality with respect to Z&(4). It is now a 
matter of patient but elementary verification to see that lines of S(p) are deter- 
mined by this graph structure and that S(p) is indeed a projective space P,(4). 
(5) Our next step is to take a plane VP of S(p) and to show that V, as a 
union of lines of S onp, i.e., as a subset of S, is closed under planes, that is: every 
triangle in V, generates a plane of S which is contained in V, . In S(p) we 
dist~~ish two kinds of planes, namely isotropic and nonisotropic. 
(5.1) First we consider the case where V, has 9 lines of four points, 12 
lines of two points, 12 planes of type I, and 9 planes of type II onp, i.e., 40 points 
in S. 
Clearly V,, is closed under lines. A triangle of type (1, 2, 2) or type (2, 2, 2) 
generates a plane by a series of Sme-junctions and so this plane is contained in I’, . 
Easy counting arguments show that VP has 90 lines of four points and 240 
lines of two points and that each of its points is on 9 lines of four points and 12 
lines of two points. 
In I/‘, , a triangle of type (2,2,2) cannot generate a plane of type III; otherwise 
there is a line I) in this plane which is contained in r, and so ( p, rt> is a plane 
of 16 points on p, in Y, , which is impossible. Then an easy computation shows 
that there are 18 triangles of type (1, 2, 2) or type (2, 2, 2) on a given edge of 
type 1 or 2 in V, and so V, is a strongly regular graph. Hence we can compute 
the number of triangles of type (1, 1, 1) on a given edge in V, and show the 
foliowing: if q E V, , V, n S, consists of 12 points, is closed under lines, and 
any of its points is on two lines of two points in it, hence also on three lines of 
four points. Two lines of four points in VP n S, generate a plane of type I 
contained in V, n S, and so we see that V, n S, is a plane of type I in V, . 
If x E VP n S, there are two points y, z in VP n S, n S, and y N a. 
Let a block of V, be a maximal set of pairwise adjacent points. We have just 
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seen that two adjacent points are on a unique block having four points. Let 
B = (b, ,,.., b4} be a block. There are nine points not on B adjacent to b, and not 
to the other points b, . Hence every point of VP - B is adjacent to one point of 
B and V, is a generalized quadrangle isomorphic to S,(3) or its dual Q*(3) 
[Payne lo]. The lines of four points are the secants of the quadrangle and there are 
90 of them; on the other hand we have just determined the 40 lines of the 
quadrangle; taken together they form the 130 lines of P,(3) and the quadrangle is 
isomorphic to S,(3). A triangle of type (1, 1, 2) in I’D determines a plane of type 
II in S which is contained in V, . 
As to triangles of type (1, 1, 1) it suffices to observe that their number is 
40 . 12 * 2/3 * 2 == 160 and that the planes of type I whose number is 40, contain 
4 . 40 = 160 such triangles. 
The conclusion is that V, is closed under planes. 
(5.2) Now we assume that V, has 13 lines of four points, 8 lines of two 
points, 3 planes of type III, 2 planes of type II, and 16 planes of type I onp, i.e., 
48 points in S. Again V, is closed under lines and so triangles of type (1, 2, 2) 
or (2,2, 2) generate planes contained in V, . 
Again, easy computations show that every q E V, is on 13 lines of four points 
and on 8 lines of two points. 
If 01, /I are two planes on q, in VP , and if LY is a plane of type III, they generate 
in S(q) a subspace IV* having also 48 points and a U /I C V, n IV, which is a 
linear subspace of S. Let a E V, n IF.. - a. S, cannot contain LY and so S, n o! is 
at most a line. Hence at least 12 points of 01 are joined to a by lines of four points, 
and these are 12 of the 13 lines of four points on a in W, , hence they generate 
W, . Therefore V, n W, 3 W, and V, == W, . Hence, any triangle on q in V, 
generates a plane contained in V, provided q is on some plan of type III in I’@ . 
This is certainly the case if pq is a line of four points. If pq is not a line of four 
points, and q’ is a point in V, such thatpq’ and q’q have four points, V, = W,l = 
W, and we can be correct. Such a point q’ exists for every q. Hence V, is closed 
under planes. 
(6) Let a V,, (resp. V,,) denote any subspace of S of 40 (respectively 48) 
points obtained in the preceding section. Easy counting arguments show that 
there are 176 Yes and I65 V,, . On a plane Vs of eight points there are four V,, 
and one V,, . On a plane V,, of 12 points there are two V, and three V, . On a 
plane V,, of 16 points there are five V,, . 
(7) Now we introduce a set P which is the union of S and a set H of ideal 
points, one ideal point for each V,, . Hence 1 P 1 = 176 + 165 = 341. We shall 
manage to provide P with a structure of projective space and a polarity. We first 
of all introduce a graph structure on P extending adjacency of S. A point p of 
S and an ideal point SC are adjacent if the V,, , say X corresponding to x, contains 
p. Two ideal points are adjacent if the corresponding V,, intersect in a VI, . 
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We admit that every point of H is adjacent to itself but we do not accept this 
property for points of S. 
If  p E P, r(p) will d enote the set of points of P adjacent top. 
f f  a, 6 are distinct points, the line ab will be the set 
ab - n 44 
=o(a)nnW 
I f  a, b are at distance 2 in S, r(a) n v(b) n S is a plane V, containing one 
V,, and so ub is a secant of S completed by one point of H. 
If  a, b are at distance 1 in S, m(u) n w(b) n S is a plane V1s containing three 
V,, and so ab is a line having two points in S and three points in H. 
If  a, b are adjacent points of H, then V(U) n S and r(b) n S are two V,, 
intersecting in a V,, and there are five V,, on the latter, hence ab is a line of five 
ideal points. 
We see easily that every line of P is of one of the three preceding types (say 
tangent to E?, secant to H, or totally isotropic) and any pair of points is contained 
in a unique line of five points. 
I f  a E S, n(a) has 40 points in S and 4.5 points in Has there are that number of 
V,, containing a. Hence 1 r(a)/ = 85. If  a E H, points adjacent to a are, respec- 
tively, those of tangents to Hand totally isotropic lines on a. There are 48 points 
of S adjacent to a (in the Vd8 = (~)a n S). The 128 other points of S are distri- 
buted on 128/Z = 64 secants to H, on which there are 128 points of H. The 
remaining 36 points of H are all in ?+z). Hence / n(u)/ = 85 for all a E P. As 
j P j = 341 we now see that every line intersects every n(a), a E P, i.e., every 
w(a) is a projectme hyperplune in P. Also, if a, b are distinct points, V(U) n v(b) is 
on five hyperplanes V(X) with x E ab and these hyperplanes determine a covering 
of P - (n(a) n n(b)). In view of Teirlinck [lq P must be a projective space and 
so 7~ is a polarity and the parameters are such that H = H,(4) and S is uniquely 
determined. 
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